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Za zoufalým apelem Washingtonu na tanky a další smrtící zbraně pro

Ukrajinu se rýsuje znepokojivá vyhlídka, že ruská zimní ofenzíva

již možná začala na jihu, kde propukly těžké boje podél

linie kontaktu v oblasti Záporoží. Zatímco informace z fronty

zůstávají útržkovité, někteří analytici se domnívají, že Rusko plánuje

vyslat své jednotky a obrněné jednotky na sever, aby zablokovalo

životně důležité zásobovací linky a uvěznilo ukrajinské síly na
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východě. Ruský bleskový útok na sever by byl pravděpodobně

synchronizován s pohybem druhého velkého uskupení tlačícího se na

jih podél řeky Oskil. Tyto dva dýkovité výpady by byly doprovázeny

několika raketovými údery zaměřenými na strategické mosty a

železniční tratě překračující řeku Dněpr.Pokud by Rusové byli

schopni v takové operaci uspět, většina ukrajinské armády

by byla fakticky obklíčena na východě, zatímco Moskva by

znovu získala kontrolu nad většinou svých tradičních

území. Ofenzíva možná neukončila válku, ale ukončila by existenci

Ukrajiny jako životaschopného,   souvislého státu. Toto je výňatek z

článku na Aljazeera:

Moskevské síly se tlačí ke dvěma městům v jižním ukrajinském regionu Záporoží, kde
se boje tento týden po několika měsících stagnující fronty zintenzivnily … Vladimir
Rogov, představitel Ruska dosazený v regionu, řekl, že útočné akce byly soustředěny kolem
dvou měst: Orikhiv, kolem 50 km (30 mil) jižně od Ukrajinou kontrolovaného regionálního
hlavního města Záporoží a Huljaipole dále na východ….
Ruská armáda později druhý den v řadě tvrdila, že po „ofenzivních operacích“ v oblasti
Záporoží zaujala „výhodnější linie a pozice“. Ukrajinská armáda ve své nedělní denní
zprávě uvedla, že „více než 15 osad bylo zasaženo dělostřeleckou palbou“ v Záporoží…
Tento týden také řekl, že boje v jižní oblasti „prudce vzrostly“. ( „Rusko postupuje
směrem ke dvěma městům v ukrajinské oblasti Záporoží“ , AlDžazíra)

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2023/1/22/russia-advances-towards-two-towns-in-zaporizhzhia-region
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Typicky bych nevěnoval mnoho času tématu, pro které existuje tak

málo důkazů a tolik spekulací. Ale lidé velmi pozorně sledují události

na Ukrajině, protože chtějí vědět, co Putin plánuje udělat s

550 000 bojovými jednotkami, které jsou v současné době

roztroušeny po celém divadle nebo shromážděny podél

perimetru v Bělorusku. Předpokládá se, že Putin tyto síly

použije v zimní ofenzivěkteré by mohly dramaticky ovlivnit

průběh války. Souhlasím s tímto předpokladem, ale nejsem zcela

přesvědčen, že boje na jihu dokazují, že ofenzíva již začala. I tak je ale

těžké ignorovat rozruch na kanálech Telegram a Twitteru a mohl by

naznačovat, že můj skepticismus je neopodstatněný. Zde je například

několik reklam z nezávislých stránek, které naznačují, že ofenzíva již

probíhá:

Ruská armáda stále aktivně postupuje ve směru #Záporoží, fronta byla stlačena do
hloubky 7 km . V tuto chvíli postupujeme třemi směry na úseku #Orekhov. Na západní
straně se bojuje o #Novoandreyevka a #Shcherbaki, na východě o #Belogorye a Malaya
Tokmachka, na jihovýchodě se bojuje o #Novodanilovku, která je jen 6,5 km od #Orekhov.
Obranný průlom zde umožní ozbrojeným silám RF rozvinout ofenzívu v několika
směrech najednou, čímž se uskupení AFU doslova rozdělí na dvě části. Telegram

Nebo toto:

Aktualizace Záporoží
Ruská armáda pokračuje v ofenzivě na Záporožské frontě
Vojska Jižního a Východního vojenského okruhu provádějí ofenzívu na široké frontě – až 60
km (ve Vasiljevském a Pologovském okrese). 

 Postup vojsk je zpomalen kvůli mnoha minovým polím.

Nebo toto:

Ofenzíva probíhá podle plánu: těsné boje v několika oblastech. Opevněné pozice a oblasti
nepřítele jsou aktivně ošetřovány bombami, minami a granáty z houfnic; teprve potom
přijdou obrněná vozidla s pěchotou.
Podle Generálního štábu ozbrojených sil Ukrajiny na Záporožském směru zasahují
ozbrojené síly RF všemi druhy zbraní na ozbrojené síly Ukrajiny v oblastech více než
25 osad, včetně Olgovskoe, Gulyaipole, Volshebnoe, Novodanilovka, Kamenskoe a Plavni
v Záporožské oblasti, Vremovka a Novopol DNR.

https://t.me/sitreports/3615
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Toto je jen malá ukázka příspěvků, které v posledních dnech

zaplavují různá místa. Velké množství komentářů pochází od lidí,

kteří zjevně znají události na bitevním poli z první ruky. Nemohu

mluvit za jejich přesnost, ale objem zpráv (a jejich intenzita)

naznačuje, že se děje něco neobvyklého.

Na Moon of Alabama je také nový příspěvek, ve kterém Bernard

jednoznačně uvádí, že ofenzíva již probíhá. Zde je to, co řekl:

Dlouho očekávaná ruská ofenziva na Ukrajině začala...
Já a další jsme již nějakou dobu navrhovali, že ruské síly využijí oblast jižního
Záporoží k velkému úderu do daleké zadní části ukrajinských sil kolem Bakhmutu…
Ruský tah proti třetí a čtvrté ukrajinské obranné linii bude pravděpodobně podpořen tahem z
jihu, který osvobodí zbytek Záporoží a Doněcké oblasti….
V sektoru není žádná ukrajinská dělostřelecká brigáda. Nejsou tedy k dispozici žádné
protidělostřelecké schopnosti…. .Cílem ruského náporu na jihu nebude dobýt města
jako Záporoží. Cílem je dostat hlavní dopravní trasy, železnice a silnice ze západu
Ukrajiny na frontu na východě Ukrajiny pod palbou ruského dělostřelectva. Tím se
zabrání nejen opětovnému zásobování ukrajinských jednotek na východní frontě, ale i
jejich odchodu z frontové linie. 100 kilometrů (60 mil) tah na sever by to většinou udělal.
Doplňkový tah ze severu na jih, který může nebo nemusí přijít, by kotel konečně
uzavřel." („ Ukrajina – ruská armáda aktivuje jižní frontu“ , Měsíc Alabamy)

https://www.moonofalabama.org/2023/01/ukraine-russian-army-activates-southern-front.html#more
https://static.scs.georgetown.edu/upload/kb_file/ukraine-ethno-linguistic-divi-001.jpg
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I když si stále nejsem jistý, že ofenziva skutečně začala, zcela

souhlasím s MoA, že ruský plán bude určitou variací strategie, kterou

prezentuje ve svém článku. Ve skutečnosti podobnou strategii navrhl

vojenský historik Big Serge v nedávném příspěvku Substacku s

názvem „ Rusko-ukrajinská válka: Světová krevní pumpa“ . Zdá se, že

oba analytici dospěli k podobným závěrům ohledně toho, co bychom

měli očekávat v následujících týdnech. Zde je úryvek z článku:

V tuto chvíli je většina ruské bojové síly bez závazků a jak západní, tak ukrajinské
zdroje jsou (opožděně) stále více znepokojeny vyhlídkou na ruskou ofenzívu v
nadcházejících týdnech . V současnosti je celá ukrajinská pozice na východě zranitelná,
protože je ve skutečnosti obrovským výběžkem, zranitelným vůči útoku ze tří směrů.
Zejména dva cíle operační hloubky mají potenciál rozbít ukrajinskou logistiku a udržení.
Jedná se o Izyum na severu a Pavlograd na jihu. Ruský nápor po západním břehu řeky
Oskil směrem k Izjumu by současně hrozil odříznutím a zničením ukrajinského
uskupení na ose Svatove (S na mapě) a přerušením důležité dálnice M03 od Charkova.
Dosažení Pavlogradu by na druhé straně zcela izolovalo ukrajinské síly v okolí
Doněcka a přerušilo by velkou část ukrajinského tranzitu přes Dneiper.

https://bigserge.substack.com/p/russo-ukrainian-war-the-world-blood
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Jak Izjum, tak Pavlograd jsou zhruba 70 mil od startovních čar potenciální ruské
ofenzivy, a nabízejí tak velmi lákavou kombinaci – jsou jak provozně významné, tak v
relativně zvládnutelném dosahu. Od včerejška jsme začali vidět ruské zálohy na ose
Záporoží. Zatímco ty se v tuto chvíli skládají hlavně z průzkumu síly, který se tlačí do
„šedé zóny“ (to nejednoznačné intersticiální průčelí), RUMoD si nárokovalo několik
dobytých osad, což by mohlo předznamenávat skutečný útočný tlak v tomto směru.
Klíčovým bodem by byl ruský útok na Orikhiv, což je velké město se skutečnou
ukrajinskou posádkou. Ruský útok by zde naznačoval, že probíhá něco víc než jen
průzkumný útok.
Někdy je těžké rozeznat rozdíl mezi tím, co předpovídáme, že se stane, a tím, co chceme,
aby se stalo. To je jistě to, co bych si vybral, kdybych měl na starosti ruské plánování –
jízdu na jih podél západního břehu řeky Oskil na ose Kupjansk-Izjum a souběžný útok
na sever za Záporoží směrem k Pavlogradu. V tomto případě se domnívám, že jednoduše
prověřovat Záporoží v krátkodobém horizontu je lepší než uvíznout v městské bitvě.
Zda se o to Rusko skutečně pokusí, nevíme. Ruská operační bezpečnost je mnohem lepší
než ukrajinské nebo jejich zástupné síly (Wagner a LNR/DNR Milita), takže o nasazení
Ruska víme podstatně méně než o ukrajinském. Bez ohledu na to víme, že Rusko má silnou
převahu bojové síly a v dosahu jsou šťavnaté operační cíle." („ Rusko-ukrajinská válka:
Světová krevní pumpa “, Big Serge, Substack)

Není divu, že kolem Orikhiv vypukly boje, o kterých Big

Serge říká, že „by naznačovaly, že probíhá něco víc než jen

průzkumný útok“. Jinými slovy, ve skutečnosti by to mohla

být úvodní fáze zimní ofenzívy . A pokud ano, pak bychom měli

předpokládat, že dojde k odklonu od „pozičních bitev o

opotřebování“, které jsme doposud viděli. Ruská ofenzíva nebude

čelit obranným liniím silně opevněných zákopů, které vyžadují týdny

změkčování pomocí dělostřelectva dlouhého doletu, dokud nebudou

moci být vyslány obrněné jednotky k vyčišťovacím operacím. Pohyb

Velkého šípu, který Serge očekává, naznačuje, že bychom

mohli vidět významné územní zisky v lehce bráněných

oblastech.To znamená, že se věci budou pravděpodobně pohybovat

mnohem rychleji než za posledních 11 měsíců. Znamená to také, že

ukrajinské síly na Donbasu budou fakticky odříznuty od Kyjeva a

ponechány samy sobě. Oběti musí být samozřejmě značné.

Podle zpráv v médiích ředitel CIA William Burns minulý týden tajně

navštívil Kyjev, aby Zelenského varoval před blížící se ruskou

ofenzívou. Burns pravděpodobně představil scénář velmi podobný

strategii stanovené MoA a Big Serge. Ale ať už Burns Zelenskému

https://bigserge.substack.com/p/russo-ukrainian-war-the-world-blood
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řekl cokoliv, na ukrajinského prezidenta to nemělo vůbec žádný vliv.

Zelenskyj pokračoval ve vysílání vojáků do předních linií (Bachmut)

navzdory bezvýchodnosti situace a navzdory tomu, že ukrajinské

obranné pozice se každým dnem hroutí. Už není pochyb o tom, že

ruské síly vymýtí ohniska odporu na východě nebo že zbité zbytky

ukrajinské armády budou nuceny ustoupit. Je to jen otázka času.

Neříkáme, že od této chvíle to bude pro Rusy „hladká plavba“. Ne, na

silnici před námi bude spousta nerovností. Ale vzhledem k ruské

převaze v lidské síle, palebné síle a průmyslové základně si

myslíme, že Rusko tuto první fázi války nepochybně

vyhraje. Problém je v tom, že – i když ruská armáda vyčistí celé

území východně od řeky Dněpr a připojí je k Ruské federaci –

neznamená to, že boje ustanou. To nepřestane. Síly podporované

USA budou pokračovat v útocích přes řeku, nasadí

komanda k úderům za ruskými liniemi, vycvičí

polovojenské jednotky k podnícení povstání a odpálí rakety

na Krym, Rusko a možná i Moskva samotná.

Je na to Putin připraven?

1200% 2c675
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Washington nehodlá házet ručník do ringu, protože Rusko vyhrálo

první kolo v desetikolovém boji. Spojené státy jsou stále plně

oddány svému plánu „oslabit“ Rusko, aby se stalo

dominantním hráčem na nejslibnějším světovém trhu, ve

Střední Asii.V tomto ohledu boje na Ukrajině vůbec neutlumily

odhodlání Washingtonu, ve skutečnosti si myslíme, že konflikt

postihuje rozšířenou rusofobii a neutuchající volání po pomstě. Jak

jinak si vysvětlit trvalou eskalaci, která dosud nevyvolala ani náznak

veřejného protestu? A mějte na paměti, že USA již vyhodily do

povětří NordStream 2, zatlačily Evropu do těžké deprese, sabotovaly

globální zásobovací linky v dohledné budoucnosti, vykolejily 40 let

trvající „globalizační“ projekt a udělaly vše, co bylo v jejich silách, aby

popudily Čínu. do střelecké války.Tyto incidenty ukazují, jak

velký význam USA přikládají své privilegované roli v

globálním řádu a rizikům, která jsou ochotny podstoupit,

aby si tuto roli zachovaly. Stručně řečeno, Spojené státy

udělají „všechno, co bude třeba“, aby si udržely svou

železnou rukojeť u moci.

Kdybych byl Putinem, připravil bych se na dlouhý a krvavý boj.

Protože o to mu jde.

← Ukrajina: Je kladivo na spadnutí?  

Přihlaste se k odběru nových sloupců
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1. 25. ledna 2023 v 17:44 GMT • před 1,7 dnem • 200 slov ↑   

Russia must secure all of Ukraine to end the conflict. Then it can

establish an allied Ukrainian government in the west and form

Ukrainian military units to threaten Poland. Russia will then

control gas and oil pipelines to Europe where it can offer natgas

at one-fifth the cost of American LNG shipped in. Hungary is

likely to defy NATO and the EU at take this energy, Moldova too.

Then pipelines in Hungary can feed Serbia and Austria.

European industries will move to these nations to use cheap gas,

so other nations might leave the American empire.

Per German tanks, their DM said the problem was that German

industry shut down for the winter and parts are not being

produced to repair those in storage. He says at best Germany can

deliver 29 tanks in May.

The Anglo-American empire has been at war with Russia since

1918. Orwell was correct, the war can never end. I produced a

series of short videos about this endless war.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/videoseries

• Agree: PetrOldSack, Ulf Thorsen

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This

Thread Hide Thread 
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2. folkvangr says:

January 25, 2023 at 5:50 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
As you all know already, Stalin believed that an exhausting world

war among capitalist nations would enable the socialist

revolution to be extended all the way across the European

continent. What if I told you, that Putin has the same goal with

the only difference that he wants to cause mass popular

resistance among Europeans to the policy of greasing the wheels

of US proxy wars (via a protracted exhaustion conflict) that will

force the withdrawal of U.S. troops from Europe? Does that

sound too contrived?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide

Thread 

 

3. Levtraro says:

January 25, 2023 at 6:04 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

There’s also a new post at Moon of Alabama in which Bernard states unequivocally
that the offensive is already underway.

He admitted that he was wrong. No big offensive yet, nothing

much happening in the south.

Bernard (2023-01-24, 17:00 UTC):

I was wrong. I, and other analysts [Big Serge] following the war, had been deceived
by the sudden rush of news from that frontline.

• Replies: @follyofwar

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide

Thread 
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4. Levtraro says:

January 25, 2023 at 6:29 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Carlton Meyer

Russia must secure all of Ukraine to end the conflict. Then it can establish an allied
Ukrainian government in the west and form Ukrainian military units to threaten
Poland. Russia will then control gas and oil pipelines to Europe where it can offer
natgas at one-fifth the cost of American LNG shipped in.

I agree with you about what will happen to the Ukraine. But the

endgame from the point of view of the Kremlin is not the control

of the sale of gas, IMO, but the removal of those NATO ‘missile-

defensive-systems-easily-turned-offensive’ located in Poland and

Romania. It’s kind of what the Soviets did in the 60s by sending

nukes to Cuba and then forcing the USA to remove the nukes in

Turkey in exchange for the removal of the nukes in Cuba.

Russia will position ‘missile-defensive-systems-easily-turned-

offensive’ in western Ukraine facing Poland and Romania thus

complementing their position in the Baltic (Kaliningrad) and

central eastern Europe (Belarus). Later they will negotiate the

removal of those batteries for the removal of the batteries in

Romania and Poland.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide

Thread 

 

5. Levtraro says:

@folkvangr

I think you are on the right track except that the Russians don’t

expect any kind of mass popular resistance in the West.

• Replies: @Joan Sundstrom

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide

Thread 
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6. neutral says:

January 25, 2023 at 6:39 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
It won’t end until the jews are wiped out, it is as simple as that.

As long as jews continue to exist they will continue to

warmonger, corrupt and destroy the world. This can only end in

nuclear war, however once major jewish cities (Washington,

New York, London, Paris) and Israel are destroyed the world will

be on a better trajectory long term than anything that could ever

occur if ZOG is allowed to continue.

• Agree: TheTrumanShow, AndrewR

• Replies: @James J. O'Meara, @Anonymous
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7. Marauder says:

January 25, 2023 at 7:17 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
To all Ukrainians reading this. As a White Christian I hate you

and your bastardised people. You are the shitstain of the White

race. You have sold your soul to globohomo and dragged every

other European people into the gutter with you. We have been

taxed to death to fund your Jewish Presidents mansions while

our people freeze and starve to death. You will not win whether

it is now or 10 years from now the country known as Ukraine will

cease to exist, it will be land of a greater Russia and let me tell

you something now Ukrainian before you go out to fight and die

for judaism and drag queen story time. While your corpse rots in

the soil of the new Russia I will emigrate to your land to

purchase the cheap land resulting from the extermination of the

cuckolded Ukrainian male. I will have my farm in your land,

your women will be mine, my seed will fertilise a ‘Ukrainian’

woman and our children will not be of your kin. They will be

raised to speak Russian and Russian only and many more men

will do the same. It’s over for you hohol. Your land is gone, your

women are gone and soon through Russian bullets and Russian

artillery so too will be you.

• LOL: Dr. Rock
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8. Notsofast says:

January 25, 2023 at 7:20 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
one has to admire the psychological war the russians are waging

on the cokehead ukranazi leadership, massing half a million

troops on the borders, building the impending sense of doom for

their regime. it is impressive that the russians have been able to

keep their plans secret, preventing the ukranazis from being able

formulate a response. the cracks (no pun intended) are

beginning to appear in the leadership, alexsy arestovich, the

spokesman (and chief coke dealer for zelensky), was forced to

resign, for accidentally telling the truth, followed by a helicopter

crash that took out 14 high ranking government officials,

including the entire leadership of the ministry of the interior

(headed by hardcore banderite nazis), add to this the

resignations of many high ranking officials on “corruption”

charges last tuesday. apparently when zelensky came to congress

to sell ukraine to blackrock, they told him to clean up the

corruption, or more likely to bring in more efficient corruption.

the united states may well be fully committed to it’s plan to

weaken russia, but i assure you the russians are equally

committed to weaken nato. if i were putin (and it’s a damned

good thing i’m not), i would let these idiots burn up every piece

of equipment and feed all their troops and mercenaries in in

ukraine into the meat grinder and once they shot their load, i

then would pivot west and drive nato back into the atlantic ocean

from which it crawled.

https://shar.es/afxJfq

https://shar.es/afxJgD

• Agree: Levtraro

• Replies: @nokangaroos
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9. folkvangr says:

January 25, 2023 at 8:00 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Carlton Meyer

The Anglo-American empire has been at war with Russia since 1918.

A few clarifications.

 
1. As you know, with the formation of the USSR, Russia officially

ceased to exist in 1922.

 
2. Since 1917 Russia/USSR did not stop waging wars in Asia and

Europe.

 
The first Soviet-Ukrainian war (December 1917-May 1918)

 
Soviet-Polish War (1919-1921)

 
Spanish War (1936-1939)

 
Annexation of Western Ukraine and Western Belorussia (1939)

 
Soviet-Finnish War (1939-1940)

 
Soviet-German War (1941-1945)

 
Cuban Missile Crisis (1962-1964)

 
Algeria (1962-1964)

Hungary (1956)

 
Czechoslovakia (1968)

 
War in Afghanistan (1979-1989)

 
Karabakh Armed Conflict (1988-1994)

 
South-Ossetian conflict (1991-1992)

 
Georgian-Abkhaz armed conflict (1992-1994)

 
Tajikistan (1992-1996)

 
Ossetian-Ingush conflict (October-November 1992)

 
First Chechen war (1994-1996)

 
Second Chechen war (1999-2000)

 
3. In World War II, the “Anglo-American Empire” was allied

with the bloody dictator Stalin. As a result of this “unnecessary

war” (W. Churchill), the USSR extended its influence and

maintained military presence in many European countries.

• Troll: Realist

• Replies: @folkvangr
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10. January 25, 2023 at 8:05 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
Thanks to Mr. Whitney for a heady assessment of progress on

the Ukrainian front.

No doubt the war there is destined for many a twist and turn.

Martin Armstrong and his fabulous AI program Socrates foresee

things getting worse and worse, and then quite a bit worse again,

over the coming years – so it’s not going to be all wrapped up

anytime soon.

In fact, Exercise WWIII is likely to kick off in all it’s thorny glory

sometime in 2024 or 2025 at the latest. And yes, nukes will

figure in that.

As for the analytic landscape, I find just about every published

perspective intellectually unsatisfying – perhaps “vague” or

“unresolved” is more precise – because there are so many

significant dimensions to all of this that, taken together, are

confusing and difficult to reconcile.

One question uppermost in my mind is – exactly where do the

genocidal Globalist psychopaths of Klaus Schwab’s ilk with their

various orchestrated global “crises” and numerous stooges

infesting governments across the globe fit into the larger

picture?

A parallel question serving an alternate perspective is – who are

the puppet masters, and who are the puppets? While the

geostrategic objectives of the American Empire might be

impacted by the ebb and flow of nation states across the

Eurasian continent, so too are the intentions of the homicidal

Luciferian psychopaths pushing for their dystopian One World

Government and New World Order, a world which is not entirely

compatible with the prospective global American Empire’s

neocon-dominated hegemony.
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And none of those aspirations seem to accord in any way with

Russia’s ambitions for a genuinely multi-polar world free of

colonial contamination.

And just by the way, both the American DoD and those Satanic

psychopaths in the WEF seem to had their fingers in the

numerous bioweapon labs sprung by Russia all across Ukraine

during the earlier part of their intervention.

It would be nice if some genius could propose a unified theory to

establish just what the f*ck is actually going on in toto across

Planet Earth right about now. One gets an entirely different

picture from day to day, depending upon which direction the

wind blows and where one chooses to look.

• Agree: The Wild Geese Howard
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11. brostoevsky says:

January 25, 2023 at 8:26 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Carlton Meyer

The Russian military must take Kharkov, Odessa and Kiev at

minimum and thoroughly destroy what’s left of Lvov. Taking it

would be better. He shouldn’t be too hasty with western Ukraine

the apple may fall from the tree with that one as discontent with

the Elensky government grows throughout all of Ukraine. I still

think the big offensive hasn’t begun they’re slowly amping it up

until the Ukrainian defenses in the Donbass collapse. When

those troops are encircled Kharkov and Odessa will be next.

Maybe Kiev too from Belarusian territory. Especially if Polish

troops move into Western Ukraine. Russia would need to

capture Kiev, destroy the government and set up quick defenses

West of the city.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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12. nokangaroos says:

January 25, 2023 at 8:42 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Notsofast

Lots of good points (especially how good it is you´re not Putin );

 
Ruskie restraint is probably more due to the vagaries of weather

than to an

 
unquenchable thirst for poker, but the way the Keeheef junta is

becoming unglued

 
is something to behold – but as our author notes it will avail us

nothing;

 
(((they))) have not been preparing this for 30 years to let up

lightly.

• Replies: @Big Iron 44
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13. TG says:

January 25, 2023 at 9:18 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
I agree that the war won’t end even if Russia “wins.” A rump

Ukraine may agree to peace, but will keep firing missiles at

Russia and probably go full on as far as attacks and sabotage, not

just in the Russian occupied parts of Ukraine but in Russia

proper. And even if Russia quit and left Ukraine entirely –

including Crimea! – I predict that Ukraine will continue to

assault Russia. The idea is to keep provoking, keep weakening,

and not give Russia any rest.

But as far as occupying all of Ukraine – well, then Russia would

have a major guerrilla war on its hands to make their occupation

of Afghanistan look like a tea party. And Russia would then be

responsible for rebuilding all of Ukraine, AND have to take on all

of Ukraine’s massive debts. And Ukrainian “freedom fighters”

using bases in other countries would be launching attacks on

Ukraine and Russia and DARING Russia to bomb Poland….

So I have no idea how Russia “wins.” But Putin is a smart guy,

maybe he’ll pull something off.

In the meantime: I am not professional military, but I would

think the Russians would be crazy to launch big sweeping

armored thrusts. That would seem to play into Ukrainian

strengths: using western intelligence, they will see these attacks

coming well in advance, they will arrange their forces on the

extended Russian flanks, and launch precisely targeted attacks

on Russian units and supplies and generals and bleed them to

death. Even limited Ukrainian forces could dish out a lot of hurt

that way. I would think that – if (IF) in fact the Ukrainians really

are running short of material (I don’ know for sure and neither

do you) – perhaps Russia should attack on a broad shallow front,

not expose their flanks, not allow the Ukrainian defenders to

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=TG
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concentrate. Only if the Ukrainians are so depleted that their

lines fall apart, does Russia dare to go back to a war of

maneuver.

• Agree: MarkU

• Replies: @MarkU, @Wokechoke
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14. Protogonus says: • Website

@Ultrafart the Brave

I’m no genius but here it is:

https://www.academia.edu/76372363/To_Sevastopol_With_Lo

ve

• Replies: @Ultrafart the Brave
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15. Cook-ie says:

January 25, 2023 at 9:35 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
It is correct that a victory by Russia won’t stop the war…thats

because the war is against every single one of us not on the

inside.

I cannot understand why people in the West have not woken to

the fact they don’t live in a democracy and those who are put up

for election aren’t your representatives!

Look at the history of parliament…it never was meant to serve

your interests, it was originally a merchant trader lobbying outfit

until it took power totally from the sovereign structure of power.

Corporations are the rulers through their puppets, they are the

expression of power and greed, their goal is to own everything…

you nothing, they tried before with Nazism…they failed so they

created a new plan and we are moving towards the final goal.

When Russia wins a new strategy will be implemented, it will

involve trying to bribe, wine and dine Russian leadership to

corrupt them, this is a cancer that will never stop, they will give

you manufactured rubbish and poison your environment then

sell you the cure, the cost to you, everything you have,

relationships, working life and health.

WAKE UP!

• Replies: @werpor
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16. Haxo Angmark says:

“it’s only a matter of time”. Nonsense:

Babyface Tsar’s

fake and gay little war in Ukraine

may go on forever. Other

than the globohomo ZOG

slaughtering Whites on both sides,

it no longer has any point.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

17. MarkU says:

January 25, 2023 at 10:59 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Carlton Meyer

Russia must secure all of Ukraine to end the conflict. Then it can establish an allied
Ukrainian government in the west and form Ukrainian military units to threaten
Poland.

Why in God’s would the RF want to occupy western Ukraine? it

is easily the poorest part of the country and completely

brainwashed with hate towards Russians (if there is one thing

that the banksters are good at it is stirring up blind hatred) It

would make the occupation of Afghanistan look like a picnic.

Forming Ukrainian units to threaten Poland? what insanity is

that? I wouldn’t trust those swastika bedecked fuckers with a

table knife at mealtimes. Putin was reluctant enough to go into

the Donbass, now you think he wants to go to Lvov?

• Agree: Decoy

• Replies: @Z-man
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18. Sean says:

January 25, 2023 at 11:13 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 900

Words   ↑

The offensive might not end the war, but it would end Ukraine’s existence as a viable,
contiguous state

Why could West Ukraine not be a viable continuation of all

Ukraine. A West Ukraine state would be larger and more

populous and homogenous than most countries in Western

Europe. But that is most unlikely because of the dog that hasn’t

barked

. A Russian blitz northward would likely be synchronized with the movement of a
second large grouping pushing south along the Oskil River. These two dagger-like
thrusts would be accompanied by multiple missile strikes aimed at strategic
bridges and railway-lines crossing the Dnieper River.

Why wait until the last moment?; surely the best way to weaken

the Ukrainians is to cut the supply links across the Dnieper and

throttle the supply lines of the Ukrainian army east of the river

starting as early as possible. Please don’t say the Russians hope

to use those bridges to move across into West Ukraine. Russian

generals certainly n know that were they to fight through to the

central Ukraine banks of the Dnieper, those bridges would have

been carefully destroyed by the westward retreating Ukrainians.

The Russians are going very slowly and methodically WW1 style.

Their snail’s pace offers Ukraine no opportunity for a counter

attack against over extended Russian spearheads. There are

going to be no encirclements ; just closing pincers that let the

bult of the Ukrainian army retreat instead of trapping them

where they will fight to the death. In my opinion the bridges are

being left up so that the Russians’ limited surveillance

capabilities can more easily see where key US weapons such as

HIMARS rockets are going to.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Sean
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https://iai.tv/articles/pinker-on-the-power-of-irrationality-auid-2360

In the game of Chicken, made famous in the James Dean classic Rebel Without a
Cause, two teenage drivers approach each other at high speed on a narrow road and
whoever swerves first loses face (he is the “Chicken”) [4]. Since each one knows
that the other does not want to die in a head-on crash, each may stay the course,
knowing the other has to swerve first. Of course, when both are “rational” in this
way, it’s a recipe for disaster. So, is there a strategy that wins at Chicken? Yes—
relinquish your ability to swerve by conspicuously locking the steering wheel, or by
putting a brick on the gas pedal and climbing into the back seat, leaving the other guy
no choice but to swerve. The player who lacks control wins. More precisely, the first
player to lack control wins: if both lock their wheels simultaneously . […]

The paradoxical rationality of irrational emotion is endlessly thought-provoking and
has inspired the plots of tragedies, Westerns, war movies, mafia flicks, spy thrillers,
and the Cold War classics Fail Safe and Dr. Strangelove. But nowhere was the logic of
illogic more pithily stated than in the 1941 film noir The Maltese Falcon, when
detective Sam Spade dares Kasper Gutman’s henchmen to kill him, knowing they
need him to find the jewel-encrusted falcon. Gutman replies:

That’s an attitude, sir, that calls for the most delicate judgment on both sides,
because as you know, sir, in the heat of action men are likely to forget where
their best interests lie, and let their emotions carry them away

They’ll need ACTEMS to “fire missiles at Crimea”, which Retired

Nato European commander Hodge’s (prescient that Russia

would not be able to take Kiev) has been calling for Ukraine to be

given. That America has not given those long range missiles

shows that America is willing to supply Ukraine for waging a

battle of attrition, which the evolution of Russian tactics of

eminently expendable excon infantry assaults groups of a

football team whose deaths are observes by drone to pinpoint

Ukrainian positions, which subsequent get a bombardment far

more intensely than the supposed ‘support’ the hapless Wagner

Legion of the Dammed team got.

Vlad Vexler’s analysis of a recent speech by the man probably the

closest to Putin, Nikolai Patrushev, concluded that the Kremlin

is fatalistic about the necessity of fighting in Ukraine, but is

pessimistic about achieving an outright victory. Their plan for

fighting against Nato (which Russia has 3% the GDP of) is to

https://iai.tv/articles/pinker-on-the-power-of-irrationality-auid-2360
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simply soldier on regardless. They are not going to withdraw or

try for a military victory. Unless the Russians are so foolhardy as

to over extend themselves again, there will be no more successes

for Ukraine, and the West will get discouraged.

The reason that Nordstrom 2 was allowed to go ahead by Biden

was so that Germany would help containing China, which is seen

as the real problem because of its economic growth trajectory.

The mishandling of the Ukraine by Biden’s appointees such as

Blinken–and out of a belief that Trump was some kind of White

House Russian agent of influence not backing Ukraine–has

shifted Russia into the Chinese camp forever. Putin does not

care about the oligarchs who have their money and super yachts

in Western Europe; those are entirely without influence over

foreign policy. Relatively speaking, the US is indeed run by the

overarching interests of business corporations the true

constituency and sometimes assassinator of presidents, as

Patrushev asserts.

• Thanks: Johnny Rico, Ann Nonny Mouse

• Replies: @Johnny Rico
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19. anonymous[139] • Disclaimer says:

January 25, 2023 at 11:14 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 200

Words   ↑
In this environment of lies, deceit and spin it’s hard to know

exactly what’s taking place. Nobody is sharing their plans with us

commenters and analyzing military actions are out of most

people’s league. We don’t know what Ukrainian morale is like at

present. Will the regime leaders fall out with each other? Will

their troops hit a breaking point and start surrendering? What

are the real casualty rates on both sides and what impact is that

having? What is the present and future economic impact on all

those involved? Will there be a new arms race afterwards? Some

European leaders have alluded to the entering of a critical phase

soon and with the buildup of Russian military forces this seems

likely with the Russians making some decisive push. The MIC

will have a great time as US-NATO replenish their depleted stock

and build new weapons systems, all very pricey indeed. The

postwar world will be hostile and confrontational as the US

seeks to keep itself relevant even if only in a negative way.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

20. Joe Paluka says:

January 25, 2023 at 11:18 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
In the days of the Soviet Union, they had spies and communist

sympathizers all over the western world and were extremely

effective in influencing policy and resistance groups. Russia

needs to rebuild it’s spying network to the level it was in the cold

war and do what it takes help revolutionary groups take down

the neocons wherever they rear their ugly heads.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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21. Joe Paluka says:

January 25, 2023 at 11:27 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Marauder

The average Ukrainian is as powerless in controlling the

government that misrules them as is the average person in the

west completely powerless to control their governments. Don’t

condemn the little guy, he’s always the one to suffer. He only

wants to be left alone and have a decent standard of living to

raise his kids in, the same as the little guy in the ‘western world”.

I hate the British, Canadian and American governments to the

core, but I’ll never blame the average citizen of those countries

for the foul criminal syndicates that rule over them, because they

have absolutely no control.

• Agree: Rurik, WorkingClass, Son of a Jedi, SteveK9, Dr. Rock,

lavoisier, Big Iron 44

• Replies: @Joan Sundstrom, @AndrewR
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22. brostoevsky says:

@Marauder

Harsh, words but true words. There will be cheap land aplenty in

what was once Ukraine and many beautiful girls there in need of

a husband as well. It’ll all make a fine addition to the Russian

Federation. Zelensky is a pidor.
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23. MarkU says:

January 25, 2023 at 11:39 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 200

Words   ↑
@TG

You saved me a lot of typing, I agree with every point you made.

I still expect the RF to end up in control of everything east of the

Dniepr and preferably the Black Sea coast, linking up with

Transnistria (though that is going to be a lot tougher to achieve)

The Dniepr will make an excellent frontier.

Western and central Ukraine will continue its descent into being

a total humanitarian disaster. Sooner or later Poland will move

into what used to be Galicia (uncle Satan has probably promised

them that in return for their services) Romania and Hungary will

get back the territories they lost after WW2.

Who will pay the massive debts incurred in the bankster

contrived war? Nobody, it will all be gone.

Who will be rebuilding Ukraine?

The rapidly de-industrialising EU fast heading into an economic

disaster of their own?

The already bankrupt US, already living on a combination of

arms sales and funny money?

The RF, Poland, Hungary and Romania will obviously have to

help rebuild the bits they will occupy. The rest of it will probably

still be a war torn wasteland, still being used to launch purely

spiteful and provocative attacks on the RF, because Mike

Whitney is probably right, the banksters have no intention of

ending the war.

I’m still trying to decide whether the banksters are utterly

delusional or whether we are seeing a deliberately contrived

controlled demolition of the West.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=MarkU
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• Replies: @inspector general
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24. Frappe says: • Website

I say we nuke em from orbit, it’s the only way to be sure

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

25. WorkingClass says:

American participation in the Jew’s war against Russia will end

with the death of King Dollar or an all out nuclear war or both.

• Agree: Big Iron 44

• Replies: @Priss Factor
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26. follyofwar says:

January 26, 2023 at 12:24 am GMT • 1.4 days ago • 200

Words   ↑
@Levtraro

Last night I watched a podcast on YouTube with Michael Savage

interviewing Col. MacGregor. It was already about a week old,

apparently. The Colonel said that the long-awaited Winter

Offensive would probably commence sometime between Jan. 21

and the first week in Feb. Reasons being: 1) The ground is finally

frozen. 2) A New Moon starts around 1-21, so it’s the perfect time

to start the offensive as the nights would be moonless, making it

harder for the Russian troop movements to be spotted.

Well, this much anticipated Winter Offensive always seems to

keep getting pushed back for one reason or another. First it was

supposed to be December, then right after the holidays, now

January is almost over. I wonder if this big offensive will happen

at all. What will be the Colonel’s excuse (or Scott Ritter’s or the

Duran’s, etc.) if it doesn’t materialize? Will we just have to wait

for another winter while the Evil Empire proceeds with its

Satanic agenda?

• Replies: @WorkingClass, @Levtraro
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27. I wonder why they call them ‘leopard’ tanks and not panzers.

• LOL: Che Guava

• Replies: @WorkingClass
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28. January 26, 2023 at 12:32 am GMT • 1.4 days ago • 200

Words   ↑
@WorkingClass

Yes, it should be called the Russo-Jewish War, but no one says it.

Not even the Russkies who name the ‘nazis’ and ‘anglos’ but

never Jews.

I guess Russkies know that the West will just take the insult of

being called ‘Anglo-Saxon’ or the ‘Collective West’. It will get

howling mad ONLY IF Jews are named.

Same in the US. If Jews or any group put down whites, Wasps,

or Anglos, you don’t get any reaction from whites or wasps. They

just hang their heads low and take the insults like a bunch of

pathetic cucks. When pushed, they don’t push back, esp if the

pushers are Jews(or blacks).

But if you insult Jews, whites and wasps will get all fired up and

be willing to put down their lives for Jewish Power. Whites will

not fight to defend white honor or save white lives but they will

fight and lay down their lives for their Jewish Masters. Jews and

Whites are like master and dog.

• Agree: werpor
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29. Wokechoke says:

@TG

Strictly speaking the Western Allies attacked everywhere along a

broad shallow front in June 1944 thru 45. This was Eisenhower’s

strategy. When forces were concentrated on one or two road for

deep blitzkreig stuff the attack bogged down. even Barbarossa

was a very broad frontal assault. Once it narrowed on a target it

had troubles.
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30. WorkingClass says:

January 26, 2023 at 2:12 am GMT • 1.3 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@follyofwar

I wonder if this big offensive will happen at all.

I won’t pretend to actually know anything about this ground war.

When I was a soldier the only thing I knew was YES SIR. RIGHT

AWAY SIR. But the “big offensive” makes no sense to me. Russia

is busy surrounding (and killing) what remains of Ukraine’s

fighters while destroying infrastructure and presumably the bulk

of arms incoming from NATO. The Russian mobilization is like a

gun to Ukrain’s head. At some point Ukraine must surrender.

NATO’s only conventional weapon that could turn the tide

against Russia is the United States Air Force. Would the “big

offensive” trigger that response? Why take the chance while the

West is shooting itself in its feet and hands and ass? I think time

is on Putin’s side. He now has the option of a “big offensive”.

That in itself is a huge advantage. And if the “big offensive” is all

that BIG it would succeed in any season.

• Agree: Levtraro, Joe Levantine

• Replies: @John Johnson
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31. John Johnson says:

January 26, 2023 at 2:13 am GMT • 1.3 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
Typically, I wouldn’t spend much time on a topic for which

there is so little evidence and so much speculation.

 
 

Like all your “Great Winter Offensive” pronouncements where

you interview Moscow Macgregor who has been wrong from day

one? Where you speculate from the word of a Putin bootlicker

who that said Ukraine was finished in March and should give

up? Or how about his pal Scott Ritter who is only on the take

from Russia because he committed a sex crime? What fine

company.

The problem is that –even if the Russian army clears all the

territory east of the Dnieper River and annexes it into the

Russian Federation– that doesn’t mean the fighting will stop.

Wow it’s almost as if the Ukrainians don’t want to be under the

boot of a half pint dictator. Imagine that.

If some little faggot dictator invaded my country I would also put

a bullet in his henchmen.

Invading all of Ukraine will only lead to partisan warfare. They

don’t want the half-pint dictator in charge. There are over 200k

AK-47s in private hands. So even if the Ukrainian military is

defeated there will be men and women with AK 47s in windows.

Very similar to Nazi occupations but the people weren’t heavily

armed.

How many people need to die in this war? A million? For a

country that has a declining White population and empty cities

in the East? What a dictator. There are literally empty cities in

Eastern Russia and the little dictator wants to go out on a land

grab. What a loser.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=John+Johnson
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The best way out is for the FSB to put a bullet in Putin and

apologize for the runt dictator’s needless war.

Have a look at liberated Soledar. SO MUCH BETTER UNDER

RUSSIAN CONTROL

 

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/jlTXjAnkXVw

 

https://youtu.be/jlTXjAnkXVw
https://pics.me.me/via-9gag-com-9545535.png
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• Agree: Bardon Kaldian

• Disagree: Big Iron 44
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32. Wokechoke says:

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/aLOzzuByYzc

38:00 mark Victor Bout describes coming home to Moscow after

jail in Illinois…Rip Van Winkel eh?

Fascinating guy.

• Thanks: Agent76

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

33. Cook-ie says:

Here is an article telling the truth on morale in Ukrainian

military that the cracks in Western media narrative sometimes

lets out.

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2023-01-26/ukraine-soledar-

pull-back-wagner-donetsk-donbas-odesa-unesco/101895724
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34. Anonymous[225] • Disclaimer says:

January 26, 2023 at 3:06 am GMT • 1.3 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
I don’t think it will be a massive attack. It’ll be more of moderate

speed, clearly faster than slow grind.

 
In about six months time, Ukraine East of Dniper River will be

Demilitarized and DeNazified.

 
Meanwhile work to establish New Military Garrison in Kherson

will rapidly progress. Ultimately Eastern Ukraine including

Kharkiv and Odessa will be integral parts of Russia Militarily,

Administratively and Economically (Resource rich East Ukraine

will make this easier). The entire Eastern Ukraine as part of

Russia will be protected by multilayered Missile Defense systems

consisting of S-400, 500, Pantsir etc. This may take 3-5 years.

 
Meanwhile the collective West’s weaknesses in lack of ability to

replace destroyed costly weaponry, internal divisions,

unsustainable debt, Economic crises and pushback by the

population (when there is nothing much to lose) will cause

internal Socio-Political-Economic implosions and multiple

regime changes in the West.

 
As these events progress, China inexorably will be intertwined

with Russia in Strategic planning and material support because

China knows that Russia can not lose without severe

consequences to herself and the entire world.

 
From then on transformation to Multipolar World would

accelerates inexorably.

 
One hopes the Neocon crazies will come to terms with the need

for physical self preservation vs. Nuclear holocaust.

• Replies: @Decoy
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35. John Johnson says:

January 26, 2023 at 3:08 am GMT • 1.3 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@WorkingClass

I wonder if this big offensive will happen at all.

I don’t know what it would look like if they are short on armor.

Putin is clearly trying to pull Belarus into the war but

Lukashenko is wise and not budging.

A big problem is that Ukraine has vast areas of land and you

can’t just launch a massive offensive with conscripts. You need

them in APCs and backed with tanks. That also means a supply

line.

The failed attack on Kiev shows what happens if you funnel the

offensive. The supply line gets stuck and you run into massive

problems. Everyone is basically sitting and waiting for the

column to move while supplies dwindle. The enemy takes

advantage and punches holes in the line to cause further delays.

The other problem is that it isn’t 1939. During WW2 there was

still sleight of hand with large offensives. Hitler snuck an army

through the Ardennes without anyone knowing. Operation

Uranus was a complete surprise to the Germans and led to their

defeat at Stalingrad.

You can’t do that anymore. If you start amassing APCs and tanks

then the sats will know. Ukraine can predict the path of the

offensive and prepare counter measures.

That is why I said MacGregor needed to explain what this

offensive would look like. He keeps talking about the war as if it

is WW2 and a massive breakthrough could occur overnight. That

won’t happen. The sats can track every tank in Russia. We don’t

even know their capabilities. They could have advanced AI that

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=John+Johnson
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makes all kinds of decisions. Heck they could have a mother

brain T2 type computer that is modeling war games and giving

advice. We really don’t know and neither does Putin.
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36. WorkingClass says:

@Priss Factor

Get with the times P.F. Why not “gay leopard” tanks?

• Replies: @Priss Factor
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37. January 26, 2023 at 3:47 am GMT • 1.3 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
The US Army has maintained a US Army armored brigade with

300 M-1 tanks along Poland’s border with Ukraine for over a

year now. They keep this quiet. They could send these tanks

across the border tomorrow, but..

This just in — US Army Generals have no intention of sending

M-1s to Ukraine. They are slow-walking this, pulling tanks from

long-term storage stateside, which means they must be sent to

the factory in Lima, Ohio for a rebuild/upgrade that will take

weeks, plus at least a month to ship them to Ukraine. So these

tanks will not show up until after summer, after Russia has won.

https://breakingdefense.com/2023/01/abrams-to-rumble-into-

ukraine-us-joins-germanys-vow-to-send-kyiv-tanks/

“Just before Biden’s speech, several administration officials

previewed the announcement to reporters. Those officials

declined to specify which Abrams tank variant will be sent to

Ukraine but said the US will not pull these vehicles from units or

existing stockpiles and instead use the Ukraine Security

Assistance Initiative. A DoD factsheet said they’d be part of a

$400 million USAI package.

“While the deliveries will take some time, because this is a

procurement, the United States will begin now to establish a

comprehensive training program for their use,” one

administration official said. “These tanks are complex systems

that require a significant amount of training and maintenance,

so [the Department of Defense] is currently working through the

mechanisms to deliver the fuel and equipment Ukraine will need

to operate and to maintain the Abrams.”

That official declined to detail when the Abrams tanks will arrive

inside the country but said it will take “months as opposed to

weeks.” Once there they will help Ukraine with combined arms

https://breakingdefense.com/2023/01/abrams-to-rumble-into-ukraine-us-joins-germanys-vow-to-send-kyiv-tanks/
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maneuver operations to “to defend and reclaim their territory,”

the official said.

Part of the reason questions about the Abrams variant and

delivery timeline went unanswered is because the administration

hasn’t decided on a firm path ahead, according to Assistant

Secretary of the US Army for Acquisition, Logistics, and

Technology Douglas Bush. Speaking to reporters after the

announcement, Bush said the Army is creating a laundry list of

options for Pentagon officials to consider before deciding which

way to go.

“There are multiple courses of action and it’s not just the tanks,”

he added. “We have to be able to [deliver] tanks, support

equipment, the training, the ammunition, the fuel… It’s really a

bigger picture.”

• Thanks: JimDandy, follyofwar
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38. Johnny Rico says:

January 26, 2023 at 4:17 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 600 Words   ↑
@Sean

It is my belief that after April 2022, aside from the three or four

big movements that we all know happened and basically why

they happened, this thing has been completely stalemated at the

front.

There don’t appear to have been any sustained armored thrusts.

Both sides are basically fighting the same way with the same

methods and weapons. Drone directed 155 and mortar fire. The

bigger HIMARS are used against concentrations and supply and

hq/comm 20 miles back. Various Russian warheads mostly

useless on the battlefield including thermobarics. Effective

against energy and water infrastructure but the Russians don’t

have a big enough inventory. They are kinda screwed here. I’m

not sure Iran is capable of filling the gap with those toy planes.

This is a camera war. It is all optics and electronic targeting. In

this regard American technology is simply without equal with

the cameras, high-resolution wireless video, targeting systems

and surgical throw-weight. But very expensive. HIMARs rounds

are pricey.

I don’t think the Germans, British or Americans wanted to give

the tanks. I think they were more afraid of losing the tanks very

quickly. I don’t know if it was the Poles or the Finns or what but

somebody needs to put a leash on them. I have yet to see an

analyst or general describe in detail how 100 or so odd

Abrams/Challengers/Leopards are going to be used tactically.

The US doesn’t really do anything smaller than brigade-sized

armored stuff – but with CAS. The total lack of any serious air

presence from either side is still bizarre to me. A couple

squadrons of F16s I don’t think would do a quarter of what the

same amount of A10s would do.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Johnny+Rico
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Anyway, the problem remains that for a year the primary tactic

used by both sides in the absolute vast majority of cases has been

the squad sized trench-raid. And in a distant second is the

platoon sized move accompanied by a T-72 and maybe a BMP if

it is a good day.

The dividing line on a map is really the demarcation of a swath

of no-man’s land about 10-20km wide. It is for all intents and

purposes straight. There are no real bulges or salient. There are

various strongpoints and trench systems in various strengths for

both sides that match up in slighty different ways all up and

down the line.I expect Russia will take Bakhmut in the next 6

months but a lot of other things can change in that time frame

too.

The point of the last paragraph is that “that line” when adjusted

to take into account the Kharkov and Kherson movements has

not moved a hair in like 9 months.

We’ve been hearing for a long time that there were going to be

big victories and big offenses coming up. For nine months. From

basically everybody but in my world I happen to see Mike here

has been doing it for….hmm, 9 months. That’s weird.

I think the US/UK/Hitl…sorry, Germans (Dream Team?) are

afraid the tanks are going to get picked off. Then what is to be

done? Reinforce failure? The Russians are supposed to do that.

Escalate? Hodges just put out a video where he is I think a bit

ranty talking about how everytime the US gave a weapons

system to Ukraine Putin did not get on the crazy train escalating.

Hodges scares me. Why do all these guys start to sound like a

cross between Curtis LeMay and Col. Jack D. Ripper when you

put a camera in their face? Again, this is a camera war. YouTube

and Zoom changed everything.
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39. Johnny Rico says:

@John Johnson

“they could have a mother brain T2 type computer that is

modeling war games and giving advice”

Maybe it is inside MacGregor.

• Replies: @Wokechoke
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40. Old Brown Fool says:

January 26, 2023 at 4:34 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Ultrafart the Brave

I am no genius either, and a Grand Unified Theory of everything

happening on Earth will be not only impossibly complex but also

misleading; however, we can try a Standard Model instead, the

“Cabal-driven World” model.

Axioms:

1. there is no single unified secret cabal, but several inter-related

cabals whose interests sometimes overlap and at other times

clash.

2. the well-known cabals, like the WEF, CFR, Bilderberg, etc may

be actually less powerful as a whole than we credit them with,

but individuals within these cabals may be wielding more power

than we think; it is like the same man being a member in the

local church, local clubs and the local council; people think the

church is powerful or the club is powerful, but in fact that man is

using the church and the club for networking and influencing

while hiding away he is the real power.

3. cabal members may not have much loyalties to their country,

race, society or people, but they also have the same prejudices, to

a lesser degree or greater, as the society surrounding them. This

basically means that an American cabal member, in spite of

whatever he professes, has prejudices against a Chinese

member.

4. cabal members are not super- genius. They are there because

of historical accidents. But they are mostly super -evil, not only

in the sense they do not care for small people, but they actively

want to harm the small people. (Those rich who are only

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Old+Brown+Fool
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indifferent to the small people just keep themselves to their

hobbies and fantasies, buying yachts and racing cars; they don’t

plan for genocides).

5. Cabals are transitory; they form and disappear.

But then let me hasten to add: cabals not everything, economic

forces are. Cabals are like the drivers of a huge truck. They direct

the truck, but the power comes from the engine: the real output

of the societies.

• Replies: @Ultrafart the Brave
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41. Old Brown Fool says:

January 26, 2023 at 4:54 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Levtraro

I beg to differ. US does not care if there are missiles pointing at

the West European cities. This war will end only when the US

feels a conventional threat to its main land, or when the reserve

status of the dollar is corroded completely. As the WEF ’23 has

shown, the Masters of the Universe have not learnt one whit in

the past three years; they are simply doubling down on their

stupid agenda.

• Agree: JR Foley

• Replies: @Levtraro, @Harold Smith
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42. Carlton Meyer says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/3yGozTWRqLk

• Thanks: Agent76
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43. JimDandy says:Next New Comment

@Carlton Meyer

So… a plan to funnel money to the MIC w/o starting WWIII?
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44. Zachary Smith says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 5:53 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Carlton Meyer

This just in — US Army Generals have no intention of sending M-1s to Ukraine.
They are slow-walking this, pulling tanks from long-term storage stateside, which
means they must be sent to the factory in Lima, Ohio for a rebuild/upgrade that will
take weeks, plus at least a month to ship them to Ukraine.

While listening to the 1/25 Mercouris discussion of the

Ukrainian tank situation, I recalled a piece I’d earlier found at

the neocon Drive/Warzone site.

M1 Abrams Tanks In U.S. Inventory Have Armor Too

Secret To Send To Ukraine

 
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/m1-abrams-tanks-in-

u-s-inventory-have-armor-too-secret-to-send-to-ukraine

Apparently the plan is to re-work and ship out some Abrams

with degraded armor so as to preserve the “secret armor recipe”.

Whether or not such a “secret” exists, this gives the US a perfect

excuse to stall while still urging everybody else to ship their

stocks of heavy tanks to Ukraine. Likely somebody will discover

some Top Secret electronics which must also be removed and

replaced with “dummy” export versions.

The Germans would be wise to release their Battle Tanks in a 1:1

ratio with American shipments. Otherwise they’re probably

going to be played for suckers.

• Replies: @Brosi
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45. JR Foley says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 5:59 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@brostoevsky

Hey Hey –Chrystia Freeland will replace Jens Stoltenberg at

NATO and then —500,000 immigrants needed in Canada —

250,000 Ukrainian women meeting up with 250,000 Blacks

from South Chicago and North St Louis –to fulfill Canada’s

Dream Diversity Project. Then —2,000 Canadian infantry

heading to Donbas from Latvia on French Puma Helicopters and

others marching playing bagpipes and bugles —The Russians

will be scared !!! If Zylensky is not King of the World–then what

is Greta Thunberg???

• Agree: Zane
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46. JR Foley says:Next New Comment

@John Johnson

If you had to choose between Joe Biden –Donald Duck- Greta

Thunberg –Zylensky —which one would be your choice?
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47. JR Foley says:Next New Comment

@Marauder

The Ukes were OK until they intermarried with the Poles — P+

Uke = Paradise ???

• LOL: CelestiaQuesta
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48. James J. O'Meara says:Next New Comment

@neutral

Paris? Why Paris?

• Replies: @neutral
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49. Sean says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 6:08 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 500 Words   ↑
@Johnny Rico

Official Nato Cold War doctrine was to try to win conventionally

and after losing a few battles tactically nuke the Soviet Army,

which General Bernard Rogers said he would ask permission to

do within a few hours. But why would America step onto the

thermonuclear ladder of escalation when a conventional WW3

fought across the entire globe against the most powerful

economic and industrial power in the world was one the Kremlin

could not hope to win.? Of course there were reasons to have an

official doctrine of nuclear weapon use against a conventional

Warsaw Pact offensive into Western Europe, because that might

tip the balance against any such Kremlin adventure.

Kissinger said that when brought in to educate (Pres Reagan)

about nuclear war he advised against first use of a nuke. So

Generals like Hodges and Rogers are pretty scary because they

have to be prepared to be the one to start to fight a war with

nuclear weapons. Yet they were not going to be permitted to be

the one to start it. Rogers was required to resign after he

complained about theatre thermonuclear weapons being

reduced because he said the Soviets had too much conventional

preponderance with huge stockpiles of bridge crossing

equipment mobile fuel lines ECT. Mearsheimer’s first book

suggested that the Soviets could not actually have put their plan

into action successfully and they would have been stopped

conventionally by Nato. A lot of other people thought even if the

Warsaw Pact logistics worked in practice he urban sprawl over

the north west European plan meant the Warsaw Pact and their

logistical tail would quickly end up in a massive traffic jam,

which would be extremely vulnerable to air and missile attack.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Sean
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That said Hodges, is the only one I know of who said before the

invasion that the Russians would fail to take Kiev, so his analytic

credibility on how conventional war works is extremely high

with me, and I suppose he is right that with ATACMS strikes

Crimea would become shakily tenable in the long term, and if

also given a division of Abrams, Ukraine could not just destroy

the Kerch Bridge but take back Southern Ukraine with its ‘Land

Line of Communication’ to Crimea and force a Russian retreat

from Crimea. However, Vexler says Putin could not survive the

loss of Crimea and I expect that is the reason for Ukraine not

being given what it would need to quickly force Russia out of

Crimea; pushing Putin into a corner is going into a game of

‘Chicken’ where he has far lass incentive to back down than the

US would.

As this war is literally close to home for Russia, they have

worked out a way to keep up pressure without suffering

prohibitive casualties and, and the US lacks escalatory parity,

what a long term strategy for Ukraine might be for the West is

far from obvious. The US really needs Putin to no longer be in

the Kremlin.

• Thanks: Zane
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50. James J. O'Meara says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 6:14 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@John Johnson

Wow it’s almost as if the Ukrainians don’t want to be under the boot of a half pint
dictator. Imagine that. If some little faggot dictator invaded my country I would also
put a bullet in his henchmen.

I was scrolling down and thought you were talking about

Zelenskiyyyy.

• Agree: Big Iron 44
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51. James J. O'Meara says:Next New Comment

@John Johnson

The other problem is that it isn’t 1939.

Yeah, Hitler didn’t have nukes or hypersonic missiles. Keep

pushing Putin, tough guy.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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52. The Gimp says:Next New Comment

@Carlton Meyer

What a waste of money. The only tank we should send is Stacey

Abrams.

• Replies: @elysianfield, @elysianfield
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53. Alrenous says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

It wouldn’t if the American Regime wasn’t a massive pussy.

But if they weren’t a massive pussy they wouldn’t be trying to use

a non-NATO proxy, they would chad up and invade directly.

If Putin takes Ukraine all the way to Poland, the war ends.

Checkmate.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

54. Nathaniel Eli says:Next New Comment

@Marauder

Unz readers speak for their vision of a better world. If only the

whole world could hear this message!

• Agree: Protogonus

• Replies: @nokangaroos
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55. Nathaniel Eli says:

January 26, 2023 at 7:10 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
The Unzers offer a mixture of fascist pornography, hatred of

Jews, weird obsession with gay rights, murderous hatred of

white people if they happen to be Ukrainian . . . what a strange

little place this is. And their hero is the leader of the collapsed,

post-industrial, mafia-ridden, diseased failing state of Russia!

How odd. The country makes nothing, has tuberculosis

everywhere, HIV everywhere, literally tens of thousands of dead

or dying towns, mass alcoholism, and a government that does

nothing about any of this but instead launches a psychopathic

war against the only “white” European country it could destroy

in the deluded belief that it will take a few days and result in

victory parades. It then focuses its attacks on civilians so all of

those white people can freeze and starve. Its own soldiers won’t

fight for it, its young men flee in droves, and the ones who do

“fight” use their cell phones to broadcast coordinates so that the

Ukes can blow them to pieces. The country has only about 3

million young men and it now appears half of them will die in

this wretched psychopathic assault on Ukraine for the crime of

wanting its own post-Holodomor country rather than another

century of rule by the post-Soviet gangsters.

 
And Unzers paddle their hands and rave on about Jews.

 
This has to be the single most pathetic website in the world. If it

weren’t for Ron Unz’s own articles, it would be, anyway. He

writes some good stuff. Why he provides a forum for the rest of

you to spew your arthritic rage and homo-hatred, I have no idea.
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56. Ultrafart the Brave says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 7:21 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Protogonus

Interesting angle – thanks for the link.

To summarise – Russia are the Good Guys, and the entire

shitstorm now engulfing the planet distils down to a diabolic

effort to remove Russia from the picture.

If that happens, then we might assume that the remaining dogs

on their leashes will turn on each other until there is only one

dog left standing – at which time we’ll all wish we were

someplace else, on another planet maybe.

The corollary, I suppose, is that we better be praying that Russia

prevails, and in the process saves the rest of our sorry arses from

a veritable horde of not very nice people.

• Replies: @Protogonus
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57. j2 says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 7:33 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
@Johnny Rico

“I have yet to see an analyst or general describe in detail how

100 or so odd Abrams/Challengers/Leopards are going to be

used tactically. ”

I heard a general discuss this. Seems to be very much as you

would expect: breaking the stalemate of trench war by a break

through the defenses in a selected place with modern tanks,

motorized infantry, close air support and long range weapons,

which all Ukraine will eventually get before Spring. It is what

Russians have tried to do in Bakhmut, but without success, but

the weapons are a bit better than what Russia has. It can work.

My guess of what it will look like (being not an analyst or

general) is the following. Ukraine gets a brigade or two

battalions of Leopards, so less than 100, more like 60-80. This

force is used to break through Russian defenses in some point,

which I assume is in the South as the most logical choice for

Ukraine is to cut Russian forces in Eastern Kherson area out of

supplies. In order to make this breakthrough they need better

tanks than the enemy has at that point (Leopard 2A4 will do),

sufficient infantry with IFVs and AMCs (they are getting many),

a squad or two fighter planes (like F16), and long range weapons

(maybe HIMARS with ATACMS missiles). Ukraine tries to get

these weapons and train men, which will take to early April.

Looks like will get all that is needed. Donbas and Luhansk

regions will be kept with artillery and MLRS, added with

Challengers that basically are defensive tanks. Abramses come

later, may push through defenses in Donbas and move the

frontline some kilometers East, or possibly take Kreminna,

which may force Russia to move forces there from Donbas.

Wagner wears out convicts and plays a minor role in some

months from now, then no more human waves, which really do

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=j2
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not work that well any more. Russians do not have enough

weapons, especially armour, to equip 500,000 men, so no big

Winter offensive will come. This big winter offensive is the one

that started 10. December and has so far taken Solendar and not

much more.

• Replies: @Brosi, @Commentator Mike
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58. Ultrafart the Brave says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 7:35 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Old Brown Fool

I am no genius either…

I’d suggest that you have as much claim to the title as anyone

else on this forum.

And thanks for your observations – they do a reasonable job of

summarising the terrain.

What you say seems to reinforce what other people are also

observing – we have an opportunistic coalition of psychopathic

global tyrant-wannabes determined to get Russia out of the way

before moving on to their ultimate goal of completely

dominating the planet.

The question remaining in the background is – which of the

genocidal factions is dominant, and who is actually playing who?

I fear that those pulling the strings of uber-arseholes like Klaus

Schwab and friends are the true puppet masters, and the neocon

clowns pushing for global American hegemony have no clue that

they’re headed for a fall – expendable assets, no less.

Martin Armstrong has been strongly suggesting that the USA

will not survive beyond the next few years. Thankfully, he also

suggests that the Globalists will also fail to achieve their

objectives – which I presume to mean that Russia will ultimately

prevail amidst the ashes.

Meanwhile, there is this group called the “Freemasons” that

seem to figure prominently behind the scenes. They’ve been

around for a while – for perhaps quite a few centuries – and

some allegations have come out that incriminate this particular

secret society for much of the societal mayhem over recent

decades…

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Ultrafart+the+Brave
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Video Link
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59. Miro23 says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 7:45 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

How else do we explain the persistent escalation that has not yet sparked even a peep
of public protest?

If you read the thousands of comments on this UK Daily Mail

article (today) the public are very much against the escalating

this war. The problem is that Jewish/ Globalist/ WEF elites run

the West and decide what happens.

Ukraine expects tank deal will lead to West delivering long-range missiles
capable of striking Russian supply lines as Zelensky begs for more heavy
weaponry – but angry Kremlin brands increased UK, German and US aid to
Kyiv ‘extremely dangerous’

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11676851/Now-Zelensky-begs-West-JETS-
long-range-missiles.html
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60. eah says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 7:46 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
>A Russian Victory in Ukraine Won’t End the War

It will if the Zelensky regime is eliminated, which as I said before

(link), barring a radical reversal by the West, which I don’t

foresee (a ‘doubling down’ seems more likely), must now be

Russia’s war aim.

But it won’t end Western hostility toward Russia — decades ago,

John Stockwell wrote a book whose title alone largely explains

the reason:

In Search of Enemies

The national security state, which now exists to some extent in

every Western country, needs enemies, both foreign and

domestic, to justify its funding, even its existence.

• Replies: @Wokechoke
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61. George Kovachev says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 7:46 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Carlton Meyer

Regrettably, winning in Ukraine won’t be the end of the conflict,

it’ll be the end of the beginning. As anyone, who’s not born the

last night understands, russians don’t fight the ukies in Ukraine,

they fight what for all practical intents and purposes is a third

NATO army thrown in the meat-grinder since Feb 24 last year.

While the russians really don’t like the idea to go beyond the

regions with the russian-speaking majority, they may not have a

choice; not if they want to ensure that western europe and,

especially, eastern europe won’t be used as staging areas for

future assaults on Russia.
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62. IronForge says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 7:51 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

ZATOceania has always been at war with BRICSAsia. Since the beginning of your
life, since the beginning of the Rule Based International Order, since the beginning
of history, the Masonic-Zionist Long War has continued without a break, always the
same war. Do you remember that?

A little fun with Orwell…
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63. PetrOldSack says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 7:52 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 500 Words   ↑

The Conflict in Ukraine

Russia was forced into the necessary but minimal offensive to

control the whole of the Ukraine [as things stand now]. Russia

has lost the earlier window of opportunity time-frame, and the

West (International Jewry in control of the US

military/administrative complex, the UK, most of the West) is

setting up a stance of digging into a static border closer to

Poland then Kiiv to limit the damage. That is where the tanks go!

The above is one, single limited facet only, of the West – Russia

conflict (China can still flip both ways, they seem to make

headway in fully subdue-ing the US and the West into taking in

their cheap consumer products on their terms this time around).

Other facets: different territories as Syria, Aserbijan, Baltic, for

one, different alliances as Russia – Turkey as an example, the

taking out of the US dollar as the main currency, thus taking out

the creaming and cooked book-keeping the Finance Cabal is

shamelessly doing, hence “confiscations”, announcing inflation

and GDP, other parameters as if these come to fall out of the sky

instead of being engineered. There are the stances on

technology, surveillance, control of the masses by re-engineering

social interaction (cheap flights or not, conditional transaction

capability, flows of energy as gas and oil, fusion and fission,

industrial food, the list is nearing completeness of bringing all of

these under central control instead of organic society). All

players basically agree on the principle and the howto (obvious

copy-paste), but differ on who is going to be in control.

This leads to the conclusions: war as MoonofAlabama and

TheDuran, Michel, Ritter approach it (McGregor is an exception,

he seems to understand the larger picture but is not showing,

and rightfully so, the back of his tongue —is obsolete..

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=PetrOldSack
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Secondly, if any of the real players stop short of considering the

global picture, they are about to fail as much as the West.

Globalism must be, the question is the howto, the who controls

it. The old fatso Charles Schwab, who made the easy run up to it

is dead. The new generation (Putin, Xi) beats him to the goal.

A more pertinent remark just to underscore the above: the

pummeling of Ukraine is a necessary [Putin as much on the

offensive as he is, was forced his hand into it] secondary

approach. The real feat is going to be the outright, all-out war

between for now Russia and the West. The sides and supporting

actors will shift as we go, but none will be able to stay neutral.

The major conflict will not end in any way the chips might fall, in

Ukraine.

The longer term prediction i must make: The [Fifty Year] War

is running, and the next generations will see renewed stability

over longer time-stretches, rational actors, not before nearing

the end of the century. Francis Fukujama me on this!

• Replies: @PetrOldSack
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64. Joan Sundstrom says:Next New Comment

@Levtraro

The US-ers dont really protest. They’re kiss the ass the ass of

their oppressors. Any “resistance” is akin to—pink hats parades

whilst sipping lattes, effeminate chanting, silly slogans, and back

into the Lux cars for late lunch.

The only movement in the us empire is the bowel movement
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65. Joan Sundstrom says:Next New Comment

@Joe Paluka

US-ers (98.7%) of them want what the us is offering. It’s not

rape, it’s consensual sex. They kiss the ass of their oppressors

and cheer on endless wars, FATCA, imperialism, no health care,

etc. Etc… Buffoons, turkeys, and clowns-USers.
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66. Levtraro says:Next New Comment

@Old Brown Fool

Sure, but I was thinking about the endagame from the Russian

point of view. It may or may not succeed depending on the other

side (whose territory is split by an ocean) but that’s where we’re

headed, IMO.
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67. Joan Sundstrom says:Next New Comment

@brostoevsky

Maybe sow the Anglo Saxon-WASP seeds to the new Russia. At

least you’ll get free education, health care, pensions etc.. not war,

debts, and endless USian corruption /fraud
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68. Unintended Consequence says:Next New Comment

@John Johnson

You’re back. Someone said you had died and I believed them.

• Replies: @ld
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69. Levtraro says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 8:23 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@follyofwar

You say it like it’s the fault of the Russians, that they disappoint

you by not going into the offensive right now. They have their

plans, they have the most complete data from the war front and

the economic front, and they don’t care about speculations or

expectations of Western observers.

Col. MacGregor and Scott Ritter are interesting observers, worth

listening too regarding their speculations. Ritter in particular

predicted correctly the lengthening of the war after the Ukie

army was defeated for a second time (see Big Serge’s post quoted

by Whitney) and the West proceeded to send Western offensive

weapons and increased the flow of Western taxpayer money.
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70. GMC says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 8:31 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
I really disagree with the same ol same ol language maps – the

city of Kiev spoke Russian, did business in Russian and if you

went to the airport, a bar or hotel or market etc. , everyone spoke

Russian. If you took the train from Simferopol to Kiev , it goes

straight up the Dnepr River and all stops spoke Russian. These

maps need to show that both languages are spoken instead of the

Western devide and conquer maps.But then again, Nobody gave

a rats ass about where the Language line was until the

Американский and Еврейский problem showed up with their

Grim Reaper.

Russian military will keep moving slowly east , slowly north and

eventually slowly south, while hoping that the Ukies will wake up

and run the Jewking and his thieves out of Kiev. As far as ” this

is Russia’s Vietnam”, it is looking more like the other way

around, in the end. I stopped having any faith in the eventual

wake-up of folks in the states, when the majority backed the

Jewish runned Nazis in Ukraine. Very embarrassing for the

awake x pats living outside.

• Agree: Zane

• Replies: @Wokechoke
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71. Ghali says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 8:34 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
These are the assumptions and guessing of what Russia will do. I

am not convinced. However, the last 11 months show that Russia

is not what it seems. Too much empty rhetoric while Ukraine is

arming itself to the teeth with U.S., German and French tanks

and artilleries. Next will be jets and drones. The credible and

accurate website southfront.org has a few reports.

https://southfront.org/suicidal-attempts-of-ukrainian-

offencive/ and https://southfront.org/suicidal-attempts-of-

ukrainian-offencive/ and https://southfront.org/military-

situation-in-bakhmut-soledar-region-on-january-25-2023-

map-update/.

• Agree: Zane
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72. Anonymous[340] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 8:40 am GMT • 1.1 days ago   ↑
@neutral

Your comments sums up just about everything. The Damon Jews

need to be wiped out.Period.
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73. meamjojo says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 8:42 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Why sending Ukraine tanks represents a fierce new

step by the West

 
Analysis by Nick Paton Walsh, CNN International Security

Editor

 
Updated 10:11 PM EST, Wed January 25, 2023

After weeks of Poland and other NATO members openly

pressuring Germany to permit the dispatch of Leopard 2 tanks to

Ukraine, finally it appears the United States and some of its

European Union allies will send armor — a move that was

unthinkable months ago — to the frontline against Russia.

It is a momentous decision, partly because these — unlike the air

defense systems, or the anti-tank missiles — are not defensive

weapons. Like the artillery and rocket systems that preceded

them, they are intended to hit Russia’s troops hard in a ground

offensive. But unlike those systems, they are unequivocally about

Ukraine retaking territory. This is new, and fierce, and it

portrays a NATO unafraid.

The combined US and European decision to send tanks to

Ukraine is not the display of fractious democracies it might

appear to be.

 
….

 
https://amp.cnn.com/cnn/2023/01/25/europe/western-tanks-

ukraine-russia-intl-cmd/index.html
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74. meamjojo says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 8:43 am GMT • 1.0 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Putin’s remaining time as leader of Russia may be very short.

 
======

 
‘We’re collecting fighters’: Russia on brink of armed

revolt as 1000s join anti-Putin army

 
Mr Ponomarev admits that regime change in his native

land is “impossible” without armed resistance.

 
UPDATED: 17:33, Tue, Jan 24, 2023

Vladimir Putin has been warned that thousands of Russians are

seeking to join the anti-Kremlin resistance as the threat of

armed revolt in the country grows. Ilya Ponomarev is a former

Russian MP and strident Putin critic, who is currently based in

Kyiv. He joined Ukraine’s Territorial Defence Force after the

outbreak of war last February and has denounced Putin’s

invasion in no uncertain terms.

The former Vice President of Yukos is actively attempting to

bring about regime change in his native country.

To that effect, he has helped to create the Congress of People’s

Deputies – a transitional parliament consisting of 59 Russian

politicians opposed to the Putin regime.

The Congress will hold its second session in Poland between

February 20-23, as it develops plans for a Russian future without

Putin.

 
…

 
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1724323/russia-news-

putin-armed-revolt-freedom-legion-ponomarev-ukraine-war-

latest

• Replies: @Wokechoke
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75. Anonymous[201] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 8:44 am GMT • 1.0 days ago   ↑
@Marauder

Great comments.well put
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76. GMC says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 8:45 am GMT • 1.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Johnny Rico

If you were a participant in the SE Asia War Games in the 60s or

70s you would have noticed that the US Military MACV was only

interested in body count. Check out the body count of the

Ukrainian/Nazi/Merc. KIAs , and you will see that Russia is

throwing the body count in the Pentagons face – in fact , by the

end of the first year , there may be close to 3Xs the Ukie KIAs as

the Americans had in 10 years . This of course, according to the

Pentagon ,while the Russians were – Losing. Let’s see how this

plays out in the end.
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77. meamjojo says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 8:45 am GMT • 1.0 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Roubles are evaporating fastly!

 
=======

 
Putin hiding his lost billions as Russia burns through

currency reserves

 
The Russian economy is currently being propped up by

Moscow’s foreign currency reserves, experts tell

Express.co.uk.

 
Mon, Jan 23, 2023

Russian President Vladimir Putin is eating through his foreign

currency reserves, but is concealing the billions of pounds being

spent on the war in Ukraine, Yale University experts tell

Express.co.uk. Jeffrey Sonnenfeld and Steven Tian have been

closely following the Russian economy since the start of the

invasion in February 2022.

They say that Putin has been able to keep Russia’s economy

going through the use of the country’s foreign currency reserves.

However, this has proved expensive for the Kremlin, which is

now concealing its expenditure in an effort to mask the

economic damage Putin’s war is causing.

Mr Tian told Express.co.uk: “It’s the billion-dollar question

because as soon as we did a study showing how quickly he was

depleting his reserves, Putin stopped recording how much

reserves he is spending every month.

 
…

 
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1724894/putin-lost-

billions-russia-currency-reserves-economy-ukraine

• Replies: @Notsofast, @meamjojo
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78. Backward says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 9:03 am GMT • 1.0 days ago   ↑
@Carlton Meyer

Amazing how you can quote Orwell without understanding it

one bit.
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79. Backward says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 9:10 am GMT • 1.0 days ago   ↑
And here we go with the usual fools believing there is an actual

conflict between the capitalist, cabal-controlled West and the

capitalist, cabal-controlled Russia. Fooling the sheeple is so easy

that the cabal really has nothing to brag about it.
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80. Brosi says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 9:16 am GMT • 1.0 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
Just like with the Kaiser and with Hitler, ZOG will not negotiate

a peace to end the war they have spent decades getting started. If

Putin was stupid enough to sign some kind of amistice as the

Kaiser did in 1918, the result would be the same for Russia as it

was for Germany. The agreement would never be honored and

Russia would be broken up and starved.

ZOG (US/UK/5 eyes/Nato) was horny for this war, and it has

used the opportunity to move Nato into Ukraine even if Ukraine

can’t join Nato. ZOG clearly has an end destination planned on

the path of escalation, and Russia desperately needs to get off of

the ZOG path and force ZOG down a path that Russia defines.

Instead ZOG will keep the escalations coming.

– Baerbock has confirmed that Nato is waging undeclared war

with Russia.

– Zelensky (Andre Milnik) is demanding submarines. There is

no way Ukraine could man these submarines on its own for years

to come. It is clear that this is really ZOG telling Zelensky to

demand submarines so that they can escalate and send in

German made submarines on the pretext that they are

“Ukrainian”. Maintenance will never be within the capabilities of

a corrupt and bankrupt Ukraine.

– The same really applies to the F16’s that Ukraine is

demanding. They can only possibly be piloted by pilots from

Nato/US/UK. Maintenance will never be within the capabilities

of a corrupt and bankrupt Ukraine.

– The US requesting its own mothballed Hawk and older Patriot

systems back from the Zionist warehouses in occupied Palestine.

Of course the Jews are demanding that the US replace them with

the newest systems.
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– A Russian general has stated that the use of Depleted Uranium

ammunition in Leopards, Bradley, Marders and M1’s will be

considered equivalent to using a “dirty bomb”

• Replies: @Shamu, @Brosi
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81. Slav says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 10:04 am GMT • 23.8 hours ago   ↑
The imperialist elites facing the wall will end the war. As long as

they are in charge, they will never give up, unfortunately, they

have nukes.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

82. Wokechoke says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 10:06 am GMT • 23.8 hours ago   ↑
@Johnny Rico

Mobilization in the Ukrainian city of Cherkassy.

Completely voluntary and with love for Ukraine!!!! pic.twitter.com/zvqFCubOyg

— UkraineMaps (@MapsUkraine) January 26, 2023

Ukraine is an empty husk. Press ganged.
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83. JonesHenry says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 10:52 am GMT • 23.0 hours ago   ↑
@Marauder

God bless Russia and generalissimo Putin!

Savior of the White Christian race!
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• Replies: @Wokechoke
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84. Dumbo says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 10:58 am GMT • 22.9 hours ago   ↑
@John Johnson

So, other than that, Mr. Glowson, how are things going at the

CIA?

 
Is it true they are hiring mostly transgenders now?

• Agree: Wokechoke
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85. maskazer says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 11:04 am GMT • 22.8 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
When Russia wins the first phase of the war in Ukraine, NATO

proxies in Kiev could go on attacking Russian positions until the

next decade which won’t change the outcome of the war, anyway.

They will become another Daesh, Isis in the long term. The

second phase would be about launching a serious frontal attack

on the petrodollar system with helps from Iran, India and China.

Brazil will join later as Lula seems to be threatened by

Washington after taking office. That should make Washington

throw in the towel once it sees no prospects of maintaining the

current status.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

86. Wokechoke says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 11:05 am GMT • 22.8 hours ago   ↑
@JonesHenry

There might be 150,000 Jews in Russia, of which many will have

run off to avoid the draft. There are estimates of 7,000,000 Jews

in the US. Case Closed.
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87. anon[488] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 11:09 am GMT • 22.8 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
Yet another ‘GIVE UP! GOY! GO ALONG WITH (((Z.O.G.))) OR

ELSE! ‘article’ = LOL! =))

 
Quote: “the United States will do ‘whatever it takes’ to maintain

its iron-grip on power.”

 
= The Jew-Nited $nakes U mean, & if ‘whatever it takes’ were

true, & that means the (((Elite$))) will nuke stuff, then so be it =

better we all ‘go out in a blaze of glory’ than ‘global tranny dik

chopper (((Bank$ter))) boot-licker regimes’ =) Truth is the fact

‘the war won’t end with Ukraine’ is a GOOD thing, because

(hopefully) after (((NATO))) continues it’s attacks against Russia

with DU munitions & sending stuff from other regions, Russia

will flush the toilet on (((Z.O.G.))) there 2, from Poland 2 France

& all the rest. Check a map = Russia is like 11 time zones of

infinite resources. The (((RatBa$tards))) running ‘The So-Called

(((We$t))) have NO chance =)) & that’s even without the help of

China & India & others who will of course join in if Russia ever

starts ‘losing’.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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88. Kurt Knispel says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 11:12 am GMT • 22.7 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
I am waiting for The Big Attack against

Clintons,

 
Obamas,

 
Bushes,

 
Trumps,

 
all American politicians & priests,

 
all German lackeys including all Rome priests and rabbis,

 
all EUSSR parliamentarians and commissioners;

 
instead of slaughtering every day one thousand slavic men &

women.

 
Why does a Sheila Jackson roam freely?

 
Why does that ADL scum roam freely?

 
Where are the Russian “asymmetries” instead of giving death

lotteries to prisoners while sacrificing the most loyal men?!

 
Where is the destruction of American and Norwegian pipelines?

Where is the destruction of Vatica?

Meanwhile back in Russia/China:

 
Russia’s energy exports to Asia-India are booming and China is

reaching its biggest export volumne to Jewmerica ever!

It is business as usual: Jew & hyena are stuffing their filthy

pockets on top of the corpses of white men with destroyed

families.

Where are the morning news about another few hundred

politicians and priests having been killed overnight?

• Replies: @spotlight
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89. Wokechoke says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 11:12 am GMT • 22.7 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@meamjojo

Do you really think that Muscovites would accept rule by a

Polish sponsored assembly?

This sort of Duma in Warsaw flies in the the face of reality. The

state formation of Russia was party defined by putting Poland in

a box, evicting a late medieval Polish army from the Kremlin a

Butcher merchant raising a people’s army and then contesting

the Ukraine with Polish then later Swedish kings like they

successfully did at Poltava.

In addition to that we are talking about a city, Moscow that

contains around 12-15 people. Perhaps more if you count the

cities in the outer ring road belts. That’s half the population of

Poland by itself.

Part of the war is the sheer arrogance that Muscovites have

about their own status as the biggest city on Europe. The only

European cities close to it in size are Istanbul and London.
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90. PetrOldSack says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 11:19 am GMT • 22.6 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@PetrOldSack

Addendum:

If Russia takes the bait, and allows NATO to entrench itself

along the Western borders with Poland, as is their intention,

Russia is in for long-term nagging/insurgence/grey-zone tactics.

Bogged down would be most appropriate to describe it, resource

bleeding for Russia another.

Again an argument made for Putin to see further then the tips of

his shoes, look ahead into the coming years. It is all between

extremes playing out, the dustbin or global imposition. The local

and limited is not going to be respected by any Western power

mongers in the shadows, lest a fall-out of the whoring middle

class politicians in Germany and Western Europe.
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91. Wokechoke says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 11:19 am GMT • 22.6 hours ago   ↑
@eah

At this point the Russian army should/ought attempt to directly

kill Zelenskyy. That opportunity may have passed for all I know.

I had assumed it was in their power to do so. But maybe not.

• Replies: @Decoy
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92. Shamu says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 11:23 am GMT • 22.5 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Carlton Meyer

In the most important sense, this war has been going on since

the Brits decided that they would ally with Turkey to invade

Russia through Crimea, in order to break up a defeated Russia

and then control all of the Eurasian land mass. So, even if Russia

now takes all of the Ukraine, this war will not be over because

the Anglo-Zionist Empire will still have enough wealth and

power to keep waging it in other forms until it feels it once again

can make another major strike.

The total problem here is Anglo-Zionist imperialism, which is

never-ending, insatiable.

• Agree: Z-man
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93. Shamu says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 11:29 am GMT • 22.4 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Brosi

Correct. Anglo-Zionism is always a liar, always a thief, always

doing great evil, always planning additional great evil, always

certain of its unique righteousness. You can never trust it, and

you should walls expect it to demand you give it everything you

have the second to feels it needs what you have to keep on with

its uniquely righteous mission to force all the globe under its

heel.

The Anglosphere is Oceania; its Deep State is Big Brother. It

serves the Father of Lies and the God of War. It is Anglo-

Zionism.

• Replies: @Brosi
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94. Servenet says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 11:34 am GMT • 22.3 hours ago   ↑
@Marauder

Like your style.
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95. Servenet says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 11:44 am GMT • 22.2 hours ago   ↑
@Nathaniel Eli

Haven´t heard this much crying since the birth of my 18th

grandchild. Care package of Kleenex on its way.
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96. peter mcloughlin says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 11:47 am GMT • 22.1 hours ago   ↑
Fighting to keep an “iron grip on power” eventually leads all

empires to the conflict they are trying to avoid – history’s

warnings ignored.

 
https://patternofhistory.wordpress.com/

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

97. Josh Gerard says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 11:50 am GMT • 22.1 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
There are only two ways to end this war:

 
1. a peace agreement made after negotiations are offered and

entered into after Russia has completed its offensive, at a

minimum clearing the Donbas, more likely after having occupied

the whole of Novorussia

 
2. an occupation of the whole of Ukraine. Followed by it being

carved up among Russia, Belarus, Hungary, Romania, Moldova,

Transnistria and Poland, posdibly leaving a neutral Ukrainian

rump state around Kiev. With the conditions and consequence of

some of them also leaving NATO or at least guaranteeing that no

NATO weapons, troops and maneuvers are ever stationed or

held on their territories.

• Replies: @Shamu
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98. Brosi says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 11:53 am GMT • 22.0 hours ago • 300

Words   ↑
@Brosi

Russia Warns Ukraine Against Using Depleted Uranium Shells

Supplying Ukraine with depleted uranium munitions for western military hardware
would be regarded by Moscow as the use of “dirty bombs,” said Konstantin Gavrilov,
head of the Russian delegation to the Vienna Negotiations on Military Security and
Arms Control. Speaking at a plenary meeting of the OSCE Forum for Security
Cooperation, Gavrilov cautioned “western sponsors of Kiev’s war machine” against
encouraging “nuclear provocations and blackmail.”

“We know that Leopard 2 tanks, as well as Bradley and Marder armored
fighting vehicles, can use depleted uranium shells, which can contaminate
terrain, just like it happened in Yugoslavia and Iraq,” he said. “If Kiev were to
be supplied with such munitions for the use in western heavy military
hardware, we would regard it as the use of ‘dirty nuclear bombs’ against
Russia, with all the consequences that entails.”

One of the most startling aspects of this civil war is how it is

Russia who has demonstrated that they care far more for

“Ukrainians” and “Ukraine” then the Jews running the “country”

do.

From the waves of young Slavs being sent into the meat grinder

to the decade of shelling of “Ukrainians” who live in Donetsk to

the shelling of the Zaphorisne Nuclear Power Plant to the way all

offers of negotiation and an early peace are scorned and spat

upon it is clear that the Jews running New Khazaria care not for

the people who live there or the land that they hope to one day

inhabit.
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99. Brosi says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 11:59 am GMT • 21.9 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@j2

LOL. The one man virtual blocking unit is getting hot and heavy

dreaming about Nato discharging depleted Uranium core

munitions all across the “Ukraine” that he claims to care about.

Participating in the slaughter of 150,000 young Slavic men is not

enough for j2. He wants those poisoned for generations to come.

• Replies: @j2
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100. rabbit redux says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 11:59 am GMT • 21.9 hours ago   ↑
@John Johnson

You realize you are nothing but a slave.
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101. HeebHunter says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 12:00 pm GMT • 21.9 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
I said it before and I say it again, the entire globe must unite and

unleash a devastating WMD first strike on the ENTIRETY of the

(((AUKUS))) Bloc, Pissrael and New Zealand. These Sub-

Humans and their kike masters will never stop. The kikes and

their anglo-saxon footmen must be completely and thoroughly

exterminated.
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102. Smirky says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 12:03 pm GMT • 21.9 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
However long the war continues, US UK have cut the ground

from under their own feet by weaponising the $ which has

backfired. EU will find they would rather be independent states

in a multipolar world. Even so it will be painful for the EU who

benefitted from world plunder along with the 5 eyes. The 5 eyes

will find themselves isolated and unmanageable without

material resources and useful idiots.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

103. InnerCynic says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 12:03 pm GMT • 21.9 hours ago   ↑

has not yet sparked even a peep of public protest?

There have been plenty of protests in Europe and elsewhere…

the fact that they occur at all is simply suppressed. In the US you

can tell as much by all of the attention given to a fucking football

game.
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104. Wokechoke says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 12:09 pm GMT • 21.8 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@GMC

This is correct.

In Afghanistan the western allies sent zero heavy crewed

equipment to give the SU trouble. In Vietnam as a far as I know

the Soviets didn’t send tanks and jets. And if they did, they were

certainly no match for the USAF or US Army so the quantities

must have been small and kept out of battle anyway.

The West is pouring in arms. Much like the SU in Afghanistan

and the US in Vietnam.

This was supposed to be an insurgency fought by Hohols with

Manpads/NLaws/carbombs and not a conventional war.

• Thanks: GMC

• Replies: @Chuck Orloski
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105. Shamu says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 12:13 pm GMT • 21.7 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Nathaniel Eli

So your obsessions are for both the gays and this Anglo-Zionist

puppet Ukraine?

That proves our points.

Ukraine now is ruled by the Anglo-Zionist Empire. It is the most

pathetic puppet state in the world, whoring and sending its

peoples to die for The City of London, New York City,

Hollywood, and Tel Aviv.

• Agree: JR Foley
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106. nokangaroos says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 12:13 pm GMT • 21.7 hours ago   ↑
@Nathaniel Eli

Marauder is revealing it all to the goyim – seriously bring the

Word down

 
upon him!
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107. Brosi says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 12:18 pm GMT • 21.6 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Shamu

It is Anglo-Zionism

France fell to Hebrews in 1789. Poland has been a part of ZOG

since 1990, and it started WWII on behalf of ZOG. Finland and

Sweden are desperate to join the war on Russia and have already

been sending weapons used to kill Russians. Spain fell to ZOG

shortly after Franco died and has announced that it is going to

send Leopard’s to kill the Jews’ eternal enemies, the Russians. At

a certain level this war is about Jews fighting to take control of

Russia the same way they have already taken control of the UK,

Canada, Australia and the US.

Sure, England fell to ZOG in the 17th century, but England and

the saxons have suffered far more than benefited from ZOG

domination and these ZOG wars. The Kinks said it decades ago,

“There is no England Anymore”

So I don’t really thing “Anglo-Zionism” is a fair or accurate

moniker for what God’s Chosen people have done to the planet.

Globo-Zionism would be more accurate.

• Replies: @Supply and Demand
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108. neutral says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 12:23 pm GMT • 21.5 hours ago   ↑
@James J. O'Meara

Paris has a sizeable jewish population and it is also has

significant jewish entities in business, politics and social

commentary (the most odious being that Bernard Levy).
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109. Observator says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 12:30 pm GMT • 21.4 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
@folkvangr

I suspect the difference may be that Stalin was obsessed with

creating Marx’s global “final republic” with himself at the helm,

while Putin, with China, India, et al, wants an end to the power

of a certain permanent war state, so the people of the world can

go about their natural business of making money without

constant bullying from western internationalists. It is verboten

these days to point out that this was a fundamental aim of the

late German Reich as well. That government established

independent trade relations with more than twenty Third World

nations, directly exchanging high quality German manufactured

goods for raw materials, cutting the brokers of international

finance out of the loop. And Berlin saw as a top priority building

Europe into a strong, defensible entity to withstand the global

ambitions of both the US and the USSR. War is not some

existential battle between good and evil –that foolishness is best

left to clergymen- but when not waged for national defense,

preemptive or otherwise, war is invariably about international

economic rivalry. Modern nation-states were invented and have

existed to this point to perpetuate the interests of their owner

classes, for whom the concept “enough wealth” is as alien as

“peaceful cooperation.” This does look like the final stage of the

madness, unfolding (ironically enough) just as Marx predicted it

would. No, tragically, it cannot end with victory in Ukraine, the

same way Germany’s victory in Europe in 1940 failed to end that

murderous insanity.

• Agree: nokangaroos

• Thanks: Rurik

• Replies: @Arnieus, @folkvangr
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110. Doug Ryler says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 12:58 pm GMT • 20.9 hours ago   ↑
@folkvangr

No matter what the endgame is for the West, the truth is the

West will lose. Putin can withstand far longer than the West can.

http://biblicisminstitute.wordpress.com/2015/03/17/the-truth-

about-the-conflict-with-russia/

• Thanks: folkvangr
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111. j2 says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 1:07 pm GMT • 20.8 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Brosi

“LOL. The one man virtual blocking unit is getting hot and heavy

dreaming about Nato discharging depleted Uranium core

munitions all across the “Ukraine” that he claims to care about.

Participating in the slaughter of 150,000 young Slavic men is not

enough for j2. He wants those poisoned for generations to

come.”

Leopard 2 ammunition does not contain depleted uranium,

neither do NATO artillery rounds. Aren’t you getting tired

writing such junk as you write?

• Replies: @Brosi
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112. Commentator Mike says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 1:08 pm GMT • 20.8 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
I should think that everyone is stepping up weapons production

and militarising everywhere, in countries big and small. This war

will not end with the Ukraine and all countries arming the

UkroZioNazis should be made to pay a price in more than just

dollars and euros. There will come a day when hiding behind the

NATO umbrella will not save them.

This war is just a continuation of WWII. The collective

Europeans who marched onto Russia want revenge for having

lost but this time around they should be made to suffer far more

than last time round. And now they also have UK and US egging

them on.

Russia obviously has enough weapons production capacity to

meet any needs and it is the Ukraine that is going around

collecting whatever hardware it can get from elsewhere. I hear

that they’re buying Russian weaponry from Third World

countries as most of what they had and whatever was donated by

the East Europeans has already been destroyed. Russia could

also buy weapons from others, like PR China, but it doesn’t need

to, although that option is there if it ever becomes necessary.

• Replies: @Wokechoke, @Shamu
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113. Truth Vigilante says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 1:26 pm GMT • 20.5 hours ago • 300

Words   ↑
@Sean

You speak of :

‘ … a conventional WW3 …. against the most powerful economic and industrial
power in the world, was one the Kremlin could not hope to win ?’

What makes you think that the Kremlin has any intention of

fighting China – which is clearly the most powerful economic

and industrial power in the world (when measured in the much

more accurate Purchasing Power Parity or PPP) ?

China and Russia are joined at the hip in their fight against the

Anglo Zionist empire.

 
There is no way the Kremlin will be turning on their loyal pals

the Chinese.

Sean, let’s instead turn our attention to the more realistic

scenario that is presently playing out right now.

 
Russia is up against a hollowed out husk of an adversary. ie: the

U.S military and its NATO vassals.

The U.S industrial base has long ago been gutted. To the extent

that the U.S ‘appears’ a world power, this is all smoke and

mirrors.

 
We know this because the U.S defence contractors are unable to

supply the Ukies with tanks, munitions etc. They’re having to ask

South Korea and Israel to forward to Ukraine their stocks of

munitions.

 
They’re having to ask the Germans and other NATO vassals to

lend Ukraine their tanks.

 
Simply put, the U.S cannot replenish the hardware and

munitions that the Ukies have lost in the proxy war.

 
Russia meanwhile, has NO such problem.
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What does that tell you ? It tells you that the Russian defence

industries have superior output to that of the U.S and its NATO

vassals.

Of course, this should come as no surprise to anyone. That’s

because U.S GDP is phony and nothing more than froth. The U.S

economy/stock and bond markets is nothing more than a House

of Cards, that will soon implode.

Should the U.S be stupid enough to commit ground forces to any

degree in this conflict, the Russians will be ‘kicking down that

door’, and that house of straw (aka the U.S military), will come

tumbling down.

• Replies: @cylindrical crown, @Johnny Rico
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114. Bombercommand says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 1:33 pm GMT • 20.4 hours ago   ↑
@Marauder

Who is Ray Epps? Who Is Who? You are Ray Epps.
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115. guibus says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 1:52 pm GMT • 20.0 hours ago   ↑
Never forget one thing: on october 6-9 2016, 40 million Russians

had a drill testing 5000 nuclear shelters over the major cities of

Russia, especially western Russia.

 
Anyone who thinks Russians are not aware of the spiritual

significance of what’s coming is a complete idiot.
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116. Commentator Mike says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 2:08 pm GMT • 19.8 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@j2

Yes, eventually the Ukrainians will get planes too. But there is

nothing they can get that Russia can’t counter and they can’t get

anything that will give them an advantage. At the most they will

be able to retake some territories they are now losing or will lose

until they launch their offensive but I doubt even that. Russia

has developed a good working model so far destroying

everything the Ukrainians and NATO send their way so they’ll

just keep doing that.

• Replies: @j2
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117. Wokechoke says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 2:16 pm GMT • 19.6 hours ago   ↑
@Commentator Mike

yep.

There’s an undercurrent of SS here isn’t there? The Waffen SS

and the wider allied forces of Hungarian, Romanian, Balt,

Slovak, Walloon, Swede, Finn, French, Dutch, Dane Norse was

the largest multinational alliance in history and without it

Barbarossa would have been impossible.

There’s unfinished business.

• Replies: @Commentator Mike
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118. Brosi says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 2:18 pm GMT • 19.6 hours ago • 300

Words   ↑
@Zachary Smith

The Germans would be wise to release their Battle Tanks in a 1:1 ratio with American
shipments. Otherwise they’re probably going to be played for suckers.

Poland orders K2 MBTs and K9 SPHs from South Korea

Poland is procuring 1,000 K2s, the first 180 of which are scheduled to be delivered in
2022−25, followed in 2026 by the launch of production in Poland and the delivery
of the first of 820 K2PL tanks.

Poland Is Gearing Up To Become a Tank Superpower

By the 2030s, Poland will have more tanks than the U.K., Germany, France, the
Netherlands, Belgium, and Italy combined.

Last week, Sterling Heights, Michigan-based General Dynamics Land Systems
announced a contract with the Polish government to build 250 M1A2 System
Enhancement Program version 3 (SEPv3) Abrams main battle tanks. The contact is
worth $1.15 billion, or $4.6 million per tank. It’s part of an even larger $6 billion deal
that includes 26 M88A2 Hercules armored recovery vehicles, 17 M1110 Joint Assault
Bridges, 776 tank machine guns, and about 33,000 rounds of tank gun ammunition.
The deal also includes training simulators, technical manuals, and funds for paying 74
U.S. government and civilian contractor personnel over the next five years.

The 250 Abrams tanks will go to the 1st Warsaw Armored Brigade, part of the newly-
raised 18th Mechanized Division. The first tanks, Defense News reports, will arrive in
2025. In the meantime, the U.S. Army is loaning the Polish Land Forces 28 M1A2
tanks, used at the new Abrams Tank Training Academy at Poland’s Biedrusko
Training Area.

If Poland gets its way, Germany will end without any Leopards at

all. Just like Estonia who proudly shipped its last 155mm

artillery to Ukraine.

Germany should be frantically rebuilding its arms industry and

negotiating with Russia to open Nordstream to power the steel

foundries and energize ship building. But there is no Germany

anymore.
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• Agree: nokangaroos

• Replies: @Zachary Smith
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119. katesisco says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 2:26 pm GMT • 19.5 hours ago   ↑
This tactic of ‘baiting’ seems to be everywhere from our

neighborhoods to manipulation of countries.

 
It’s almost as if the US is trying to arrange another PEARL

HARBOR BOMBING, the sneak attack that sent us off to WWII.

 
Are we trying to manipulate Russia into striking US homeland

first?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

120. spotlight says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 2:27 pm GMT • 19.5 hours ago   ↑
@Kurt Knispel

Bingo War Is A Racket by Major General Smedley Butler

explains it all.
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121. Wokechoke says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 2:31 pm GMT • 19.4 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
@Sean

when I saw the general UK MoD map of Russian troop

dispositions published in December and/or January I sent a map

to a friend with with a sequential red arrows that went down the

Dnieper through Chernobyl hooked east and exited just north of

Kharkov back into Russia along the

highways/motorways/freeways. I added burned village and town

icons. I expected if they did invade to see a punitive Razzia or

Raid or what I’ve learn since Americans call a “ThunderRun”

that lapped around Kiev and drove by, but never attempted to

enter. I was thinking of a Mongolian Horde that rides through

burning fields and villages, then it exits. That’s not far off what

occurred.

The Ukies let the Russians drive around and picked off the

cavalry circling the small towns and cities. Part of the disbelief

about invading was that Kiev has 3.5M people and the 30,000 in

the Belarussian invasion launching area looked too small.

The southern Landbridge was a surprise, even to MoD and

DoD… but did become obvious after a few days or weeks.
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122. Brosi says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 2:32 pm GMT • 19.4 hours ago • 400

Words   ↑
@j2

The 120mm L5 smoothbore gun on the Leopard 2 conforms to the NATO Stanag
4385 standard, as does the F1 gun on the French Leclerc and the M256 on the M1
Abrams.

The US M829-series and French OFL F2 APFSDS rounds use a DU penetrator, while
the German DM53’s is tungsten.

However, since the same 120mm ammunition is interoperable and
interchangeable among all the tanks, the Leopard 2 could also use the US or
French DU rounds.

Penetration of 60 degree sloped RHA armour with 120mm rounds at 2000 metres’
range is estimated at 800mm for the DU M829A3 compared to 600–640mm for the
tungsten DM53 (although the manufacturer claims 670–700mm).

Depending on the source of the information, DU is said to offer 8–18% better
penetration than tungsten, all other things being equal.

https://www.globalsecurity.org/military/systems/munitions/m

919.htm

The 25mm Armor-Piercing, Fin Stabilized Discarding Sabot with tracer (APFSDS-T)
M919 has been designed and developed to replace the currently fielded M791
cartridge as the service armor piercing round for the Bradley. The M919 uses a
high length/diameter ratio, depleted uranium penetrator and high energy propellant to
achieve improved terminal ballistic characteristics.

 …
 Currently in production, the M919 Brings modern kinetic energy round technology to

the Bradley Infantry fighting vehicle. It defeats a higher class of threat infantry
fighting vehicle at greater range than to the M791 APDS-T cartridge. Its advanced
armor defeat mechanism, combined with a high muzzle velocity yields a very high
kill probability for firing at stationary and moving targets. The M919 round uses state-
of-the-art technology by incorporating high energy propellants, low drag design, an
aluminum sabot and an improved depleted uranium penetrator material

The problem here is that Nato stockpiles are nearly empty and as

we have seen Ukrainians even used cluster munitions on Donbas

because that was all they could get their hands on. Ukrainians

and Finns are stupid enough to want to join Nato even it it
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means war, so there is no reason to doubt that they would not

utilize Depleted Uranium if that was all that was on offer, or if it

was more lethal. Ukraine shelled Zaphorisne NPP for months.

Clearly a little radioactive pollution and generations of birth

defects is a small price to pay for Heavenly Jerusalem.

• Replies: @nokangaroos, @j2
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123. Anon[100] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 2:40 pm GMT • 19.2 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑

A Russian Victory in Ukraine Won’t End the War

Oh really ! Who is going to continue the fight ? The Europeans

want no part of another major conflict with Russia apart from

the fact that their economies are already in tatters. Even if the

will existed, these are countries divided. Will the millions of

Moslems, Africans and other assorted refugees volunteer or be

press ganged for the Eastern Front ? I dont think so !

The US Military is in no condition to fight a major war in

Europe. It does not have the men neither in quantity nor in

quality. Besides, the logistics between the US and Europe would

be a nightmare if not impossible. It took years for the Allies to

bring the German submarine threat under control in WW2.

These days, subs are not sneaking into convoys to fire crude

torpedoes.

As it is right now, NATO is doing all the talking most of which is

bullshit. Dogs that bark dont bite. Once Putin demolishes what is

left of the Ukrainian rabble this war is over.

Oh, please note I did not mention that Vlad has Xi watching his

back. That is yet another variable to give the military geniuses in

NATO and the Pentagon the heebie jeebies !

Vlad is in control and thats that ! He has called their bluff and all

they have in their hands is a pair of Jokers !
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124. Anonymous[670] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 2:43 pm GMT • 19.2 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
@Carlton Meyer

RT (news) detailed the effects upon the war with the shipments

of American Abrams tanks to Ukraine:

 
1. First off, Ukraine has been basically fighting the Russian

Wagner Group (hired fighters) –

 
a lightly armored fighting force. Soon they will be fighting the

regular Russian Army

 
2. America and its allies will probably wind up sending about

100, very good, but expensive

 
tanks when a 1,000 would be needed for fighting a heavily

armored foe.

 
3. If the war lasts for years, those 100 tanks will be used up and

make no difference at all,

 
because good maintenance is also expensive, and beyond

Ukrainian abilities.

 
So, the questions are –

 
1.Will NATO run its own military down to continue to supply

Ukraine for the long haul?

 
2. Who is to pay for this? 100 billion here/100 billion there –

adds up.

 
3. Won’t a prolonged war with Russia not lead to WWIII, with

accompanying nuclear war?

 
4. When the Hell did we Americans vote for this nonsense?
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125. Supply and Demand says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 2:46 pm GMT • 19.1 hours ago   ↑
@Brosi

Poland was ZOG before ZOG. There would be no Jews left had a

certain King of Poland not taken a Jewish mistress and

welcomed fleeing Jews during the Black Death. Poles need to be

left out of Europe.

• Thanks: Brosi
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126. Chuck Orloski says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 2:49 pm GMT • 19.1 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
@Wokechoke

Wisely, Wokechoke wrote: “In Afghanistan the western allies

sent zero heavy crewed equipment to give the SU trouble. In

Vietnam as a far as I know the Soviets didn’t send tanks and jets.

And if they did, they were certainly no match for the USAF or US

Army so the quantities must have been small and kept out of

battle anyway.”

Thanks, Wokechoke!

And btw, I doubt Ukrainians shall fly advanced F-16 jets. They

will be flown by Americans.

The Russians have flying experience, acquired in the Syrian

conflict. They will challenge the (Ukrainian) American pilots.

The inexperienced pilots will be shot out of the sky by S-500

Surface to Air Missiles.

Once the S-500 are in place, then Russia will

 
establish a no fly zone over the battle field.,

 
And the Ukrainian supplied German/ZUS tanks will be

destroyed within the first month of deployment, perhaps upon

arrival in Ukraine

If I know this, our military leaders know this.

The Russians have flying experience, acquired during the Syrian

conflict. Of course, they will challenge American F-16’s, and the

pilots will be shot out of the sky by S-500 S.A.M.’s.

Once S-500’s are in place, Russia shall

 
establish a no fly zone over the battle field.,

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Chuck+Orloski
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If I know this, our ZUS military leaders know this, and they will

dispatch their pilots on suicide missions. And then WWW 3..
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127. Notsofast says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 2:51 pm GMT • 19.1 hours ago   ↑
@meamjojo

there is no such word as “fastly”. this “word” is as ridiculous as

your comment.
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128. Shamu says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 2:54 pm GMT • 19.0 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Josh Gerard

If the Anglo-Zionists were to sign such a deal, they would do so

intending to break it when they feel that they can use another

proxy to try to destroy Russia.

From the Anglo-Zionist side, this is permanent war, because the

Deep State of the Anglosphere has long controlled Western

Europe and long desired to control the entire world, every little

nook and cranny. And it is now terrified that a Russian-Chinese

alliance will ruin its plans. So it must keep acting to break up

Russia so it then can take on China alone and then rule every

single nook and cranny of the globe.

The worlds is on the brink of nuclear war because of Anglo-

Zionism.
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129. MLK says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 2:58 pm GMT • 18.9 hours ago • 300

Words   ↑
@Ultrafart the Brave

Martin Armstrong and his fabulous AI program Socrates foresee things getting worse
and worse, and then quite a bit worse again, over the coming years – so it’s not going
to be all wrapped up anytime soon.

I have no criticism of Armstrong but will use your mention of

him to make a point. Armstrong, more than just about anybody,

understands Probabilities and Uncertainty deriving therefrom.

There is simply no way to reason your way to surety as to the

timing of Russia’s offensive, let along its contours, or even if it

will happen at all. Interestingly, when it comes to war, experts

worth paying attention to don’t even offer the usual disclaimers

(e.g. “All else being equal . . .; “As of today . . .”

That’s the shortest predicate to get to my point. What there isn’t

any uncertainty about is Russia’s objectives in the Ukraine. And,

by the way, anyone who needed them spelled out as Russia did

in its offer to negotiate December ’21, should interest themselves

is something other than geopolitics.

Maybe I’m missing something but I can’t see anything that’s

occurred since Russia kicked off its SMO that leads to any

outcome in Ukraine short of it becoming a landlocked rump.

That’s remains my baseline assumption.

The complexity then grows exponentially.

As my previous comments attest, we shouldn’t discount that the

most important event to take into account is Poland’s elections

this year. Poland’s ruling party is between a rock and a hard

place. Its allies all want it replaced with a compliant government

of the same variety as the other vassals.
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• Replies: @Ultrafart the Brave
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130. Shamu says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 2:59 pm GMT • 18.9 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Commentator Mike

Yes, this is just a continuaon of WW2, which was contunuation

of WW1, which in part was just a continuation of The Crimean

War. Don’t let ‘Russia’ being on the same side as the Brits in the

2 WWs keep you from seeing the big picture, which is: the Anglo

world determined to destroy every European power in order to

be the one and one;y world hegemon. Sometimes it must try to

destroy Russia and at others must trick Russia into helping it

destroy Germany. But both had to be destroyed for the WASPs,

the Anglo-Zionists, to rule the entire world.
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131. PJ London says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 3:10 pm GMT • 18.7 hours ago • 600

Words   ↑
No one is going to read this, but all the pundits and commenters

are missing the point.

 
The war is not about Ukraine or even Russia, it is a final war on

whether the USA is going to be able to maintain it’s global

hegemony.

 
To maintain it’s control, both Russia and China, as the two

major countries outside US control via NATO, must bow the

knee to US domination.

 
This has been the plan since 1990, finally Russia, after 30 years

of rebuilding it’s military strength, said enough. If Russia allow

the Budapest Accord on nuclear non-proliferation to be broken

by Ukraine as it threatened to do in 2021 then there would be no

warning time for an attack on Moscow to be stopped. This was

the threat that pushed Russia over the top, not “Duty to Protect”

the Donbass.

 
BRICS in 2023 will become BRICS+ and some 20 major

countries are asking to join. With Saudi and Iran, BRICS will

completely control the world oil not USA. All the Central Asian

countries including Turkey want to join. All SE Asian countries

want to join. By the end of 2023 it is likely that 90% of the world

population will be aligned with BRICS.

 
The war has to end with the unconditional surrender of either

Russia or USA.

 
The USA miscalculated and thought that it could defeat Russia

as it has all others, by financial sanctions and pressure. Instead

Russia has built alliances which destroy US $ power and within a

year has half the world agreeing to trade in local currencies or

Yuan. It thought that a trade embargo under US threats would,

as with all other previous financial wars, stop Russian exports

and imports, instead Russian has expanded. They thought that

the sanction ‘total’ war on Russia would frighten other countries
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into isolating Russia and siding with US-NATO, instead more

and more countries (eg. China, India, Saudi and Turkey et al) are

giving US the finger and working toward isolating and ignoring

USA.

 
Forget negotiating, forget any deals, it is a war to the death

(figuratively not literally) and the US is going to lose. NATO is

fractured and it takes massive threats to get them to act eg.

Germany and tanks. The northern expansion of Sweden and

Norway will only take place at the expense of Turkey leaving

NATO and the whole of central ASIA and South Russia being

completely safe from NATO intervention.

 
This stupid war forced on Russia will end the Western (ANGLO-

US-NATO) domination for ever. Europe will swiftly swing to join

Russia-China and BRICS and dump US-UK in an instant (I guess

by end of 2024 the move will be complete). [PS they hate both

Americans and British]

 
The “West” Economic Forum (WEF) has held its’ last hurrah.

Fifty percent of the invited heads of state said no thanks and

most waited to the last moment to shove it up Schwab’s rear-

end. [Who thought that any one would take any notice of Gore,

Kerry, Blair for God’s sake]

 
This move away from Dollar – Stirling and massive alternative

petro finance from the real producers, will bring devastation of

the US and British economies and will bring both countries to a

level below that of Mexico or Pakistan. Neither have a

manufacturing industry or base any more nor can they acquire

the necessary skills in less than 40 -50 years.

 
If I were not nearly 80, I would be learning Russian – Mandarin

and follow the dictum “Go East young man, go east”.

• Replies: @nokangaroos, @Levtraro, @Lochearn, @niceland,

@HeebHunter
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132. Commentator Mike says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 3:24 pm GMT • 18.5 hours ago   ↑
@Wokechoke

Croatians and Spanish too. Maybe a sprinkling of some others

also.

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blue_Division#:~:text=The%2

0Blue%20Division%20(Spanish%3A%20Divisi%C3%B3n,Front

%20during%20World%20War%20II.

• Replies: @Wokechoke
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133. Arnieus says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 3:38 pm GMT • 18.3 hours ago   ↑
@Observator

Extremely well written and accurate!
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134. Bo Bo says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 3:41 pm GMT • 18.2 hours ago   ↑
The US involvement in the Ukrainian conflict is nothing more

than a THANK YOU to Burisma (the Ukrainian natural gas

company) for paying Hunter Biden $83,000 dollars a month

while he was on the Burisma Board of Directors.

THANK YOU, Burisma! Here come the tanks, now!
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135. P.T. says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 3:44 pm GMT • 18.2 hours ago   ↑
President Putin should use a tactical nuclear weapon in Ukraine

and end the war and killing promptly.

lll
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136. Zachary Smith says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 3:54 pm GMT • 18.0 hours ago   ↑
@Brosi

If Poland gets its way, Germany will end without any Leopards at all. Just like Estonia
who proudly shipped its last 155mm artillery to Ukraine.

Fascinating information! As you suggest, the Germans have even

better reasons to be cautious.

• Replies: @Brosi
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137. The seventh column says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 4:18 pm GMT • 17.6 hours ago   ↑
Putinistas, do you know your leader continues to stash russian

reserves in the same place where the last 300 billion russian

reserves were stolen?

 
I wonder how they will explain this fact…
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138. Decoy says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 4:22 pm GMT • 17.5 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Anonymous

I hope your predictions are correct because the world would

become a better place if they materialize. The quicker Western

governments accept that a multi polar world is coming the better

off everyone will be, including the United States. Imagine a US

budget that frees up 50% of our current spending on our

“Defense” Department, State Department, and CIA. Oh well, I

can dream.
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139. Wokechoke says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 4:24 pm GMT • 17.5 hours ago   ↑
@Commentator Mike

I forgot Spain!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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140. Thim says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 4:34 pm GMT • 17.3 hours ago   ↑
The Moon Of Lubyanka website has gotten it consistently wrong

for the past year. How anyone could rely on that site is hard to

fathom.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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141. folkvangr says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 4:34 pm GMT • 17.3 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Observator

Modern nation-states were invented and have existed to this point to perpetuate the
interests of their owner classes, for whom the concept “enough wealth” is as alien as
“peaceful cooperation.”

Maybe. What’s the alternative? National Socialism has been

thoroughly discredited and is un-resurrectable. Perhaps this

one?

“So comrades, come rally

 
And the last fight let us face

 
The Internationale unites the human race!”

Thanks, but no thanks lol

• Replies: @Bro43rd
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142. Ultrafart the Brave says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 4:40 pm GMT • 17.2 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
@MLK

I have no criticism of Armstrong but will use your mention of him to make a point.

I appreciate your intention, but TBH I think I missed whatever

point it was that you wanted to make.

Just BTW, while you’re no doubt correct that Martin Armstrong

understands probabilities and uncertainty, his expectations

drawn from the projections of his AI program Socrates aren’t

based on his own reasoning or the reasoning of any other

person. It’s the program crunching the data and spitting out

results.

Mr. Armstrong has repeatedly stressed this – try as he might, he

has never been able to defeat Socrates – Socrates has never been

wrong. Socrates was so good, the CIA imprisoned and tortured

Mr. Armstrong for seven years to try to get him to hand it over to

them.

There is simply no way to reason your way to surety as to the timing of Russia’s
offensive, let along its contours, or even if it will happen at all.

True – I’ve rarely seen anyone accurately predict how anything is

going to turn out even over a few days, let alone in any longer

term.

But Socrates isn’t human, and Socrates says WWIII is coming in

2024. FWIW, that oultlook isn’t inconsistent with Mr. Whitney’s

take on the current situation.

In any case – not my call.
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143. werpor says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 4:46 pm GMT • 17.1 hours ago • 700

Words   ↑
@Cook-ie

The oligarchy is already stressed. The internet has already

broached the foundations of their power.

If Prince Henry the Navigator could have foreseen the

consequences of encouraging the opening up of the world by

sending ships to the Americas and to destinations in the western

Pacific he might have denied support. The gold and silver

brought back to Spain did it no good. The treasure upset the

limited amount of gold in circulation causing inflation in Spain

and elsewhere in Europe.

The treasures funded more than a few destabilizing wars,

concentrated wealth in a few hands, and ultimately destroyed

the monarchical ‘system’ — replacing it with a completely

different means of exerting power.

The present resembles the 20 years before/20 years after 1500.

The 20 years before/20 years after 2000

 
will be remembered as the decades when the Internet laid waste

to the old power concentrations.

The most important contributor to the ongoing demise of the

present oligarchical system is their loss of media control. The

oligarchic control of information made certain that any means of

doing so had to be brought under their control. They controlled

the entire narrative. You and I were told what to believe and we

had no means of recirculating our realizations of controlled

deceits into the public narrative. For the most part, people

believed the public narrative, as presented, because no alternate

means of countervailing the propaganda was available. The

means of control i.e., the message, was the medium. Most

everyone believed the message. The entirety of message control

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=werpor
http://www.theemporium.com/
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— from junior school through post grad school, from DC comic

books through, radio, TV, Hollywood, advertising, newspapers,

magazines etc., from politicians, left, right and centre —

promulgated a world view which was reality for all concerned.

The left/right debate conditioned everyone to accepting the

entire spectrum as though there was no other. Consequently

each person found a perch somewhere along the breath of the

spectrum’s dialectic with which they could identify.

The internet is functioning the way gold functioned when vast

quantities were suddenly fuelling changes which turned the

existing system upside down. Suddenly we are living amidst an

information inflation.

Of course, the oligarchy saw the internet as a further and

continuing means of controlling, i.e. shaping our collective

reality, but instead that reality is being turned upside down. If

‘they’ could put the genie back in the bottle they would. But of

course it cannot be done.

The handmaidens, the oligarchy employs to process their

bidding, i.e., making their messaging palatable are looking

foolish. Politicians like the present crop of presidents, prime

ministers, premiers, senators, governors, look increasingly

isolated. Their lies and dissembling and spin doctoring are not

being covered up as they were not so long ago covered up. They

are the scapegoats. Some, like the gal in New Zealand are smart

enough to realize they were had, others like Mr Dress-up in

Canada are just plain dumb, and others like the President of the

U.S. are suffering from dementia.

The entire structure of the oligarchical bankers age is crumbling

in real time. Yes all the people could be fooled most of the time!

But control over the public narrative has been tenured. For how
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long, who knows? But most people have an internet connected

phone in their pocket or purse.

The oligarchy did not foresee that instead of them controlling us,

they have lost complete control of the means of doing so.

And it is not them who by tracking us control us — it is they

whom are tracked and traced. They have been so built crowing

from the roof of the henhouse there are none of them whom are

not traceable and trackable. There are far fewer of them than us.

We know where they live, where they work, where they play,

where they dine, the cars they drive, the jets they fly in, the

yachts they have docked; in fact they are far more dependent

than us.

And weirdly they may be vicious, true, like Madeline Albright,

Hilary Clinton and Victoria what’s her name, and Nancy Pelosi,

but Gad, they are dumber than a bag of hammers. And George

Bush? What can one say about him? He can barely string two

coherent sentences together! And Trudeau up in Canada, a

congenital lier; his best before date was printed back in

kindergarten. What a goof.

Every one of them announces to the entire world where they can

be found. How smart is that?

• Replies: @Thomas Faber
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144. inspector general says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 4:50 pm GMT • 17.1 hours ago • 300

Words   ↑
@MarkU

Your first sentence is hyperbole. You do not agree with the point

that RF will have to shoulder the existing Ukraine regime’s

enormous debt (and, by extension, recognized Black Rock, etc

ownership of Ukrainian land) . Here, incidentally, I agree with

you. RF is in a strong position, in light of the illegal confiscation

of its assets by Western powers, to tell the debt collectors to

pound sand.

In fact, one is well advised to inspect closely the terms of any

proposed final settlement (if such does in fact occur) to see how

this issue of “odious debt” plays out in reality.

Assuming a final Russian victory (pretty much guaranteed if the

nukes are not launched) on the battlefield, the West would only

offer to placate Russian security requirements on condition that

RF does in fact assume all or most debts incurred by the

Ukrainian regime up to the time of its replacement, and

recognize Black Rock, etc legal right to purchased real estate. A

big deal, really. Only an overall overwhelming victory by RF

(unlikely, it seems to me), which RF may not even want, would

make these considerations minor.

Absent such a comprehensive accord, even if Ukraine ceases to

exist under its present (post 1991 and post 2014) forms, the

US/UK/Israel side might simply refuse to recognize the

Russianized Ukraine (it took the US nearly 20 years to recognize

the USSR, and over twenty years to recognize PRC.

Then it is limited war/cold war/proxy wars all over again.

Whoopie.

• Replies: @MarkU
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145. nokangaroos says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 5:03 pm GMT • 16.9 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Brosi

The Ruskies have just declared coram publico they will regard

DU as equivalent

 
to a dirty bomb (Hal Turner has the beryllium wrong – it´s

neither heavy nor “depleted”

 
but the oxide dust is toxic as hell too).

 
Keep in mind all the fighting is inside Russia and on prime ag

real estate –

 
at minimum this means invocation of the poison weapons clause

and summary

 
execution of anyone caught in a Challenger, Abrams or Bradley

(or A-10, which is

 
where this is going); not that this will make a difference – these

will be given

 
to those not intent on being taken alive in the first place.

 
The Ukies seem confident of having 200! tanks for the great

summer offensive,

 
which can only target Melitopol (all against an artillery

superiority of 10:1).

 
Seriously what are they thinking?!

• Replies: @Brosi
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146. folkvangr says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 5:05 pm GMT • 16.8 hours ago   ↑
@folkvangr

Am I a “troll” because you don’t like what you see here or

because you saw it for the first time in your life and have trouble

processing it? I agree, it’s overwhelming and pls keep in mind

the list is incomplete lol
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147. Brosi says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 5:06 pm GMT • 16.8 hours ago • 300

Words   ↑
@Zachary Smith

The disregard for the defence and welfare of Estonia by her

supposed “democratically elected” leaders is on a par with that of

Finland. Simultaneous to taunting Russia and making life

miserable for the minority ethnic Russians, Estonia gifts all of its

155’s and ammunition to Ukraine. This despite the hard learned

lesson from this war of Nato expansion that heavy artillery is still

king of the battlefield and the best way to decimate an opposing

force.

Estonia gives all of its 155 mm howitzers to Ukraine as part of

record aid package

“We are giving all our 155mm howitzers to Ukraine. And we want to set a precedent
so that other countries will have no excuses why they cannot provide Ukraine with the
necessary weapons to win the war,” said Kaimo Kuusk.

The ambassador has announced the list of weapons, which coincides with the
information previously published in the Estonian media: these are “dozens” of
155mm FH-70 and 122mm D-30 howitzers; thousands of 155mm artillery shells;
hundreds of M2 Carl-Gustaf anti-tank systems with ammunition; and support
equipment for artillery units.

The total amount of Estonian military aid to Ukraine has already exceeded 1% of
Estonia’s gross domestic product (GDP).

As reported, Denmark is giving Ukraine all 19 Caesar self-propelled howitzers, which
it ordered for itself in France.

With this kind of idiotic behaviour by Estonia and Denmark, one

would conclude that they have the same kind of man-hating

mind controlled Soros puppet Prime Minister as Finland’s

warmonger Sanna Marin or that Nato whore from Moldova.

Oops..

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Brosi
https://news.yahoo.com/estonia-gives-155-mm-howitzers-091305363.html
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148. nokangaroos says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 5:08 pm GMT • 16.8 hours ago   ↑
@PJ London

I would say spot on, though it just might take a little longer;

 
Brexit clearly was already prepositioning for this case – Little

Britain´s prospects

 
are not good no matter how this plays out.
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149. Pancho says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 5:12 pm GMT • 16.7 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Levtraro

According to you, “It’s kind of what the Soviets did in the 60s by

sending nukes to Cuba and then forcing the USA to remove the

nukes in Turkey in exchange for the removal of the nukes in

Cuba.”

Unfortunately, this is a fairy tale repeated over and over by most

people who have studied the so-called Cuban missile crisis. The

fact, however, is that there were no Soviet nuclear warheads in

Cuba in 1962 and the missiles don’t appear in any of the U-2

photos —now available in high resolution on the web— nor in

the decks of Soviet ships allegedly taken them back to the USSR.

For a dissident view of the Cuban missile crisis read: The

Nuclear Deception: Nikita Khrushchev and the Cuba Missile

Crisis. The author was an officer in the Cuban army during the

crisis.

• Replies: @Levtraro
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150. Voltaire Jr says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 5:13 pm GMT • 16.7 hours ago   ↑
The US is still importing massive amounts of Russian oil, like

15k barrel/month.

 
Why doesn’t uncle Vlad end this ?

The empire of lies is in no position to fight or bargain. It’s game

over.
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151. Desert Fox says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 5:24 pm GMT • 16.5 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
This war was forced on Russia by the coup in 2014 by Victoria

Nuland and her fellow zionists, which led to the Donbass

Russian speaking region breaking away after coming under

attack by the Ukraine and the resulting over 16,000 people being

killed by the attacks on the Donbass by the Ukraine, which led to

the Russia intervention, make no mistake, this is a

zionist/NATO/ZUS war against Russia.

Russia is winning this war against the zionist controlled west

and the couple dozen or so tanks is like pissing into the wind

against Russia, and as Hitler said to German General Heinz

Guderian in a meeting as the tide was turning against Germany

on the eastern front ; If I had known, what you had told me

about Russian tank production was correct, I would never have

started this war! See the book Panzer Leader by General Heinz

Guderian, can be had on amazon.

The zionist controlled west will reap the whirlwind, they have

opened the gates of hell.

Zionists are destroyers of nations and humanity and

Christianity, they are demons from hell.

• Agree: Chuck Orloski
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152. Kurt Knispel says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 5:27 pm GMT • 16.5 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑

 

Swiss Bund (Bnai Brith) president Alain Berserk, Jelena

Zionlendski (Jewkraine clown’s whore), EUSSR chief Wanda

Lying (daughter of a Rothschild) und WEF-chief KuckLous

Wabble-Head (son of Marianne Rothschild) (Davos, 17. Januar

2023)

Where was the Russian Winter Offensive against Davos?

 
Why did Russia not send Kalibre to Davos (and one to Arosa)?

 
Never! Let the pawns bleed!

Deki! Why do you not go to Davos? You hypocrite!

 
https://www.youtube.com/@dejannbericc

• LOL: Brosi
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153. Kurt Knispel says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 5:28 pm GMT • 16.4 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑

 

Soldiers fighting for the Russian SVO against Jewkraine can

settle – if they survive – in the totaly destroyed Donbass on a 2

% housing loan. Translated: Russians risking their lives to free

their homelands from Jewish organized terror have to pay 2 %

„special interests“ if they want to rebuild in the completely

destroyed Donbass.

 
https://www.rt.com/russia/570401-gallery-mariupols-two-

seasons/

Surviving SVO fighters returning to the Motherland and needing

to build a home only have to pay 8 % „special interest“ for their

housing loam.

„Russia“ too knows how to treat its people and especially its

most loyal people ready to die for Russia, while privatised

Gazprom has never sold more gas to the world…

https://www.rt.com/business/568991-gazprom-gas-production-

soar/

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Kurt+Knispel
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https://www.rt.com/business/570474-russia-electricity-

exports-china/

https://www.rt.com/business/570503-lng-sakhalin-output-

revenues-surge/

https://www.rt.com/business/570420-russian-oil-exports-

india-china-surge/

https://www.rt.com/business/570142-russia-sberbank-top-

brand/

https://www.rt.com/business/570345-russia-iran-trade-

growth/

https://www.rt.com/business/570123-schlumberger-boost-

operations-russia/

https://www.rt.com/business/570254-russia-china-gold-

exports/

https://www.rt.com/business/569640-russia-china-rosneft-

gas/

https://www.rt.com/business/569301-russia-new-level-gas-

china/

https://www.rt.com/business/569059-russia-turkiye-gas-hub/
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154. cylindrical crown says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 5:30 pm GMT • 16.4 hours ago   ↑
@Truth Vigilante

Well stated. As the old saying goes, amateurs discuss tactics

while professionals discuss logistics.
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155. Decoy says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 5:30 pm GMT • 16.4 hours ago   ↑
@Wokechoke

If Zelinsky meets his maker it will almost certainly be at the

hands of our CIA…..then again, since things in Ukie land aren’t

working out as expected Vicky might take care of matters herself
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156. saggy says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 5:32 pm GMT • 16.4 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Carlton Meyer

Orwell was correct, the war can never end.

Where did Orwell say/write that, what is the quote?

Note: I’m a huge fan of Orwell, my favorite quotes are ‘Proles

and animals are free”, and “Crimestop means the faculty of

stopping short, as though by instinct, at the threshold of any

dangerous thought. It includes the power of not grasping

analogies, of failing to perceive logical errors, of

misunderstanding the simplest arguments if they are inimical to

Ingsoc, and of being bored or repelled by any train of thought

which is capable of leading in a heretical direction.”

But, surprisingly?, he bought into the holohoax, the most

astounding example of crimestop in history.
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157. saggy says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 5:38 pm GMT • 16.3 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
Why I think the Ukraine war might end badly. For 75 years the

doctrine of mutually assured destruction, or MAD, has

prevented a nuclear war. But, the US, now pressing a war on

Russia’s border, and repeatedly saying that Russia must lose this

war, seems to have forgotten about MAD. I believe it is because

the neocons control US policy, and they are OK with, and in fact

desire, the mutual destruction of east and west. They do state it

explicitly over and over in the vid below

 

 

Video Link
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158. CSFurious says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 5:41 pm GMT • 16.2 hours ago   ↑
Zio-Globohomo still does not understand that this moment in

time is existential for Russia.
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159. Anonymous[266] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 5:47 pm GMT • 16.1 hours ago   ↑
Lookit Blinken, America’s Stupidest Fucking Secretary of State,

squirming like a trapped rat. Comical posturing and another

offer he’ll cheat on with weasel Jew perfidy.

http://johnhelmer.net/blinken-concedes-war-is-lost-offers-

kremlin-ukrainian-demilitarization-crimea-donbass-zaporozhe-

and-restriction-of-new-tanks-to-western-ukraine-if-there-is-no-

russian-offensive/

Russia will be like Ha Ha Fuck You, We’re taking it all. Alaska

too maybe.

• LOL: nokangaroos
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160. Bro43rd says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 6:05 pm GMT • 15.8 hours ago   ↑
@folkvangr

8 Billion Sovereigns

End the nation state system that has been thoroughly corrupted

by rampant corporatism.
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161. Z-man says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 6:06 pm GMT • 15.8 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@MarkU

Yes, Putin should consolidate the eastern Russian speaking

areas, including Kharkov, and then use artillery to get the

remnants of what was Ukraine to the negotiation table. If not,

the Russians can still live with that buffer and eventually the

Ukrainians will be bled out and even they won’t be stupid

enough to keep that little Jew, Zelensky, in power.
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162. Dr. Rock says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 6:06 pm GMT • 15.8 hours ago   ↑
@brostoevsky

I suggest mail order, versus emigration.

After the war “Ukrainian Mail Order Brides, Buy Two, Get One

Free!”

• Replies: @Commentator Mike
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163. Priss Factor says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

@WorkingClass

If Germany is sending tanks to Ukraine, shouldn't the division have a name and
insignia? One suggestion: 3rd SS Panzer Division with traditional wolfsangel in the
more modern style of Azov Regiment. https://t.co/O6wI3CKAde
pic.twitter.com/ZKLEyahXli

— Stephen McIntyre (@ClimateAudit) January 25, 2023

• Thanks: Agent76
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164. Commentator Mike says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 6:19 pm GMT • 15.6 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
Ukraine is inconsequential other than as a battleground so all

those complaining about a Russian “invasion” or Ukraine’s

violated sovereignty are barking up the wrong tree. Just over a

year ago Russia gave an ultimatum to USA and NATO telling

them to get lost or … NATO refused and this is the first move,

Russia’s gambit. Russia will keep pressing until its demands are

met, by force obviously as NATO is not giving in but doubling

down.

Also those who are saying that Russia was not prepared, that it is

surprised by NATO’s arming or funding of the Ukraine have also

got it wrong. Russia is well prepared and probably knew that its

ultimatum would be rejected and that the conflict with NATO

was thus inevitable. They’re in it for the long slog and have been

getting ready for this far longer than is obvious to casual

observers. So far they have utilised very little of their military

capacity and have achieved tremendous results with minimal

manpower by using mostly Chechen volunteers, Wagner

mercenaries and local militias. We really know very little of what

Russia has in store as it had decided to take on the strongest

military alliance in the world, so far singlehandedly. This is not

adventurism but a well thought out and planned operation that

could eventually involve far more than is obvious to us up to

now.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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165. Commentator Mike says:Next New Comment

@Dr. Rock

You’ll be lucky to have anything to buy them with the way things

are going.
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166. Dr. Rock says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 6:24 pm GMT • 15.5 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
The reality is that a “Russian Offensive” won’t look like a US

offensive, or a German Offensive, aka WWII.

 
The Russians have a different strategic and tactical fighting style

than we are accustomed to seeing or hearing about. They’re not

just trying to get some headlines, like Ukraine does, and they

aren’t trying to get a highlight reel on CNN to drum-up popular

support with dramatic footage and talk of an “overwhelming

victory”.

 
The Russians, and especially Putin, are playing long game. They

are always trying to minimize their own casualties, not get overly

aggressive, or extend themselves too far.

 
It’s a war of attrition BECAUSE the “West” is funding it, and

sending weapons, intel, etc. It’s not a war that can be “won” by

taking land or just killing troops.

 
It’s got to be slow, cautious, conservative, and methodical. It’s a

chess match, not checkers. They can’t win in just a few moves,

they have to grind.

 
They will extend themselves only as much as it’s tactically

advantageous, i.e. they might extend themselves a little bit, just

to prevent constant re-supply to an area, because in the long run,

it’s saves Russian lives, but they won’t “go in for the kill”,

because there is no kill to be had. It’s a grind, a slog, a long game

of taking the other’s pieces, when it’s easy and safe.

 
Low risk, high gain, long game!
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167. fzedaz says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 6:27 pm GMT • 15.5 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
Soldiers fighting for the Russian SVO against Jewkraine can

settle – if they survive – in the totaly destroyed Donbass on a 2

% housing loan. Translated: Russians risking their lives to free

their homelands from Jewish organized terror have to pay 2 %

„special interests“ if they want to rebuild in the completely

destroyed Donbass.

https://europa.eu/europass/eportfolio/api/document-

repository/documents/baecfc29-6ad0-4d42-912a-

0822a5435a18

 
https://europa.eu/europass/eportfolio/api/document-

repository/documents/baecfc29-6ad0-4d42-912a-

0822a5435a18

 
https://europa.eu/europass/eportfolio/api/document-

repository/documents/baecfc29-6ad0-4d42-912a-

0822a5435a18

 
https://europa.eu/europass/eportfolio/api/document-

repository/documents/baecfc29-6ad0-4d42-912a-

0822a5435a18

Soldiers fighting for the Russian SVO against Jewkraine can

settle – if they survive – in the totaly destroyed Donbass on a 2

% housing loan. Translated: Russians risking their lives to free

their homelands from Jewish organized terror have to pay 2 %

„special interests“ if they want to rebuild in the completely

destroyed Donbass.
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168. Brosi says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 6:28 pm GMT • 15.4 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
@nokangaroos

ZOG (Nato/US/UK/5 eyes) did not go through decades of

preparation for this war without having some end condition in

mind. Since we cannot even identify who ultimately is driving

this war, we cannot identify their end goal either.

It seem pretty clear with the Zaphorazne NPP that they were

trying to goad Russia into some kind of declaration of war and

first strike response. All the bravado about tanks is to try to get

Russia directly to declare war, or to attack a Nato member. What

they want is to use Chapter 5 to get another world war started,

with Russia being the party “guilty” of aggressive war.

Not knowing their end goals, it is hard to be certain whether they

really want a nuclear war. Their recklessness would seem to

indicate that they do.

Russia by all accounts has far more nuclear war heads and hyper

sonic delivery systems than ZOG does. Yet ZOG keeps pushing

things to the brink.

My conclusion is that either ZOG has a secret weapon, or ZOG

WANTS the hundreds of millions or even billions of casualties

that would result from a nuclear war. In other words, if ZOG

does not have a secret weapon, then ZOG must be satan.
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169. elysianfield says:Next New Comment

@The Gimp

“The only tank we should send is Stacey Abrams.”
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170. elysianfield says:Next New Comment

@The Gimp

“The only tank we should send is Stacey Abrams.”

Gimp,

 
Excellent! Stacy Abrams and a few thousand of her closest

friends.

“…I’ll take the long game for the win, Bob….”
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171. tyrone says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 6:40 pm GMT • 15.2 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@folkvangr

the only difference that he wants to cause mass popular resistance among Europeans
to the policy of greasing the wheels of US proxy wars

……i.e. the best interest the people of Europe and America for

that matter……..our REAL enemy just had a meet-up ,I believe it

was in a small picturesque village somewhere over there.
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172. j2 says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 6:43 pm GMT • 15.2 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Brosi

“However, since the same 120mm ammunition is interoperable

and interchangeable among all the tanks, the Leopard 2 could

also use the US or French DU rounds.”

Leopard 2 could use depleted uranium ammunition, but

Rheinmetal has boosted up production of ammunition for

Leopards and it will suffice for all Leopards given to Ukraine

from all countries. So, there is no need for the West to pollute

Ukraine soil with uranium. Instead, the wrecks of Russian

equipment and bodies of Russian soldiers currently pollute the

soil. The bodies may finally pollute ground water. Russia should

pick them up before withdrawing. It is not nice to throw bodies

of your people to the fields of a neighboring country.
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173. Harold Smith says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 6:54 pm GMT • 15.0 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Old Brown Fool

US does not care if there are missiles pointing at the West European cities. This war
will end only when the US feels a conventional threat to its main land, or when the
reserve status of the dollar is corroded completely.

What exactly do you mean by “the US”? Are you referring to the

cult of devil-worshiping, demon-possessed, theistic Satanists

that control the U.S. “government”? If so why do you believe that

they actually give the slightest damn about any threat to the

“main land” or to the “reserve status of the dollar” when

practically everything they’re doing in pursuit of their Satanic

(and utterly hopeless anti-American, anti-all-life-on-earth)

agenda puts both at risk?

• Agree: JR Foley
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174. j2 says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 6:57 pm GMT • 15.0 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
@Commentator Mike

“At the most they will be able to retake some territories they are

now losing or will lose until they launch their offensive but I

doubt even that. ”

Wait until the Ukraine counteroffensive restarts. The likely time

is April, but it may be July as gepard ammunition comes

June/July and they will need mobile air defense. Bee patient,

Ukraine has not lost yet.

“Russia has developed a good working model so far destroying

everything the Ukrainians and NATO send their way so they’ll

just keep doing that. ”

I know what you mean. It is the exactly same way that Russia

destroyed all Western weapons that were sent to Ukraine last

year. So, Ukraine never got Western howitzers and MLRS

systems. I remember, the Russian way of destroying them before

they come to the battle ground, as they have the full air control

and all that, and Ukrainians have only two or three pensioners in

their army. It must be fun living in a fantasy world.
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175. ld says:Next New Comment

@Unintended Consequence

wishful thinking lol

 
don’t feed it just ignore its posts

 
scroll past
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176. Priss Factor says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

Slavs can’t make Jews fight Jews but Jews make Slavs fight Slavs

https://voxday.net/2023/01/26/the-sacrifice-of-the-slavs/
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177. Levtraro says:Next New Comment

@PJ London

Good read, thanks, fast and wide. But America had good

foundations, it will recover from mismanagement, IMO.

• Replies: @Avery
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178. MarkU says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 7:25 pm GMT • 14.5 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
@inspector general

Your first sentence is hyperbole. You do not agree with the point that RF will have to
shoulder the existing Ukraine regime’s enormous debt (and, by extension, recognized
Black Rock, etc ownership of Ukrainian land)

Read the original comment again, if you do you will find that TG

actually said..

But as far as occupying all of Ukraine – well, then Russia would have a major
guerrilla war on its hands to make their occupation of Afghanistan look like a tea
party. And Russia would then be responsible for rebuilding all of Ukraine, AND have
to take on all of Ukraine’s massive debts. And Ukrainian “freedom fighters” using
bases in other countries would be launching attacks on Ukraine and Russia and
DARING Russia to bomb Poland….

Clearly TG was not advocating occupying all of Ukraine, he was

pointing out the many adverse consequences of doing so. You

should make a point of reading comments more carefully before

finding fault.
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179. Brosi says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 7:29 pm GMT • 14.4 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑

Instead, the wrecks of Russian equipment and bodies of Russian soldiers currently
pollute the soil. The bodies may finally pollute ground water. Russia should pick them
up before withdrawing.

You have written before that you do not “hate” Russians. I think

that you were lying.

In any case I don’t bear any ill will to soldiers on either side. My

guess is that the vast majority are as clueless and mind

controlled as you are.

Clearly, your toxic attitude towards Russians must leak into the

Finnish environment where you live. In Estonia nearly 25% of

the population is ethnically Russian. I’ll bet those Estonians are

as racist as you Finns.

• Replies: @Rurik
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180. Levtraro says:Next New Comment

@Pancho

The author was an officer in the Cuban army during the crisis.

So, what’s on the book?
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181. Harold Smith says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 7:43 pm GMT • 14.2 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Nathaniel Eli

The Unzers offer a mixture of fascist pornography, hatred of Jews, weird obsession
with gay rights, murderous hatred of white people if they happen to be Ukrainian . . .
what a strange little place this is.

You’re supposed to be looking at your monitor, not your mirror,

as you type your infantile jew drivel.
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182. Brosi says:Next New Comment

Ukraine is getting the tanks. Now they want F-16s. Why don't we just give them our
nukes and get this over with? They want a World War. What are we waiting for?
https://t.co/lt09kxLv1Y

— Jim Rickards (@JamesGRickards) January 25, 2023

Victoria Nuland and Robert Kagan have spend decades getting

WWIII going. They refuse to leave office until they have

accomplished what they set out to do.
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183. Chris Cosmos says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 7:49 pm GMT • 14.1 hours ago • 600

Words   ↑
I only half agree with you on this one. Let’s go back and examine

the Empire’s goals.

First, the goal was to put pressure on Russia to see how she

would react to a war situation. Would Russia have the

organization as a society and as a military power to carry out a

successful war against the most substantial army in Europe

headed by a elite of oligarchs and nationalist fanatics. Many in

the leadership class believed Russia would not be able to both

endure rigorous sanctions and war without gradually breaking

down. Most people in leadership positions in the Empire have a

distinct sense of condescension towards societies that do not

closely resemble the US and other regions of the Empire. In

other words, the liberal order both culturally and economically.

Second, Washington needed a new war to create a sense of unity

(particularly in the US) and meaning to the societies that it

ruled. Nationalism has broken out in many regions as a distinct

threat to the borderless world the West seeks to make a

worldwide ideology. Washington is stuffed with true believers

that mankind has found the best sort of society possible through

“liberal democracy” and Russia and China are the only

substantial powers that are a direct threat to this project. This all

creates a unified sense of purpose (and thus loyalty) in the

leadership and professional classes whose intellect has been

destroyed by the past thirty years of despoilment of the Western

tradition in substance and theory.

Third, the US wanted to tighten its control of Europe by forcing

them to become dependent on Washington economically either

through using North American energy to meet European needs

or by

 
brokering (through threats and bribery) other energy producing
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states to provide Europe with reliable energy. By creating a

strong sense of moral disgust in the public towards Russian

“atrocities” (most articles in the mainstream outlets show that

Russia only attacks residential areas and so on).

Fourth, all this provides a new way to dominate the planet.

Whether Ukraine successfully regains its territory on not is

irrelevant. Whether any of this will work for the Empire or not is

also not relevant. What is relevant is that Washington gets a

good lay of the political/economic land to re-orient its longt-

term goals. The Ukraine War has been in the works since the fall

of the USSR but it may be time to change strategy and tactics

and emphasize the cultural side (my guess) rather than using

coercion to bring the world under Washington’s domination.

New people in the leadership class may want a new approach

more focused on social-media, finance, using AI to control more

institutions and sectors and so on.

Unlike what many people in the growing dissident community

seem to think, Washington is not “desperate” and, I believe, will

not move towards a nuclear confrontation. At worst it will use

the policy of “brinksmanship” advocated by John Foster Dulles

during the 50s. See how far the Russians will go and stop there

and then offer to negotiate. We’ll see this year how that goes. If

Russia can put together a more coherent military campaign and

roll over Eastern Ukraine this winter or spring then Washington

will negotiate. I don’t see the war going on other than the usual

covert ops.
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184. Johnny Rico says:Next New Comment

@Truth Vigilante

Straw man.

“Should the U.S be stupid enough to commit ground forces to

any degree in this conflict…”

The US is smart enough to not. So your whole worldview is

flawed from the jump. Try again.
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185. Avery says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 8:20 pm GMT • 13.6 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
@Levtraro

US would recover, IF……

US, unlike England, has abundant natural wealth, oil, gas.

 
Agricultural land to produce enough food for itself, and then

some.

But something has changed, that will make prospects of recovery

questionable, if not dim.

 
Before WW2, US population was overwhelmingly European

stock, plus Blacks.

 
European stock was largely a cohesive lot, with (somewhat)

common cultures.

 
European stock — Germans, English, Irish, Poles, Italians,

Nordics,.. — ran things.

 
Blacks were here of course for several centuries, but they had no

agency.

After WW2 and until 1965, founding stock-wise, not much

changed.

But now, US is slowly but inexorably fragmenting and becoming

“Balkanized”.

 
US has lost its national purpose: it’s just a vast marketplace,

where various factions are busy looting its vast wealth created

during its heyday.

Various states are busy giving voting rights to illegal immigrants.

 
In some states, non-citizens can even become law enforcement

officers., and arrest citizens (!)

 
So-called US Federal leaders in Congress are busy destroying
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and dismantling its foundations.

There is no border control: Feds are even suing border States

that try to stem the flow on their own.

Nobody knows what an “American” is anymore.

• Replies: @Levtraro
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186. Anonymous[574] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 8:44 pm GMT • 13.2 hours ago • 400

Words   ↑
WWIII was baked into the cake when the Neocons and the

American intelligence community prevailed in overthrowing the

legitimate president Yanukovych from power in their coup and

placing a Zionist puppet government in place. Every move since

has been a straight line escalation to complete Armageddon

which will soon be here.

As PCR said in his last daily column, “with heavy armor such as

Leopard and Abrams tanks on their way to Ukraine comes

depleted uranium ammunition. The Russians say they regard the

use of such ammunition the same as the use of dirty nuclear

bombs. Konstantin Gavrilov says “we will consider this as a use

against Russia of dirty bombs with all the ensuing

consequences.” Here you have it, the pretext that America

deliberately supplies for all out nuclear war. Doesn’t even

require a false flag attack on a Ukie nuclear power plant. The

entire region will now be perpetually contaminated with the

carcinogenic and teratogenic U-238 that Nato dispensed freely

around most of Serbia and Iraq in those two wars of American

aggression.

Neither Serbia nor Iraq were able to strike back in any effective

way against the American Nazi hegemonists. Russia, however,

has the means to do so and should have the motive to

reciprocate against the Nato perpetrators of such Western

atrocities. The brainwashed Nato countries think they have

immunity from any consequences for their depraved acts

because they can hide behind American skirts. Well, their first

clue of reality will come when all their American bases are

vaporised with hyperbaric hypersonic-dispatched weapons. If

they do not immediately surrender and renounce Nato hostilities

https://www.unz.com/masthead/#comments-policy
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against Russia, then their own national bases, and then their

cities will come under fire–ultimately nuclear when all the

iterations of force escalation are played out.

This stupid ground rule where Nato gets to target Russian assets

at will (using Ukies as a proxy) but the complementary scenario

(to destroy Nato targets) is prohibited cannot stand if Russia

hopes to survive this conflict, and so it will be cast aside. It’s the

end point Washington guarantees, whether it realises it or not.

The American “homeland” (“Hiemat in the original German) will

also be forced to consume a lavish serving of their own poison as

the conflict condenses to its ultimate conclusion, and that of the

human race. Monday morning Neocon quarterbacks will forever

puzzle over the question of “whether it was all worth it?” Surely

they injured Russia, and every other human enclave on the

planet… including themselves. Still worth it, assholes?

• Agree: RadicalCenter

• Replies: @Rurik
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187. Old White Man says:Next New Comment

GLORY To Ukraine!
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188. Curmudgeon says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 9:12 pm GMT • 12.7 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Carlton Meyer

The Anglo-American empire has been at war with Russia since 1918.

Others refer to it as the Anglo-Zionist Empire. I call it what it is

– the international banking cartel that owns all of the Zionist

occupied governments of the so-called Western liberal

democracies. WWI was engineered, as was WWII. Germany,

then Germany and the USSR could not be allowed to continue as

economic powerhouses challenging the reserve currency of the

UK. Countries that seek to escape the cartel will always be

targets, whether, using obsolete political terms, left or right. This

war in Ukraine is no different. Russia and China, leading the

BRICS is a massive threat to the current cartel members. War is

always about the opposite of the narrative produced.
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189. Thomas Faber says:Next New Comment

@werpor

The late Zbigniew Brzeziński is rumored to have said: “Our

biggest mistake was the internet“. I don’t know if he actually

said it, but I guess he could have.

• Replies: @Z-man, @werpor
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190. nosquat loquat says:Next New Comment

@Carlton Meyer

thanks
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191. Protogonus says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

@Ultrafart the Brave

The talmudists preach and practice killing and/or enslaving

everybody, leaving themselves as “saved” by their satanic god

Yahweh. That’s been the plan since 300 A.D. It’s working! They

can only be defeated spiritually, not with guns or knives.
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192. Anonymous[358] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 9:33 pm GMT • 12.4 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
Anonymous, 186, right, for a country with the power to put US

officials in the dock, DU constitutes poisoned weapons, a war

crime. US undeclared warfare by sabotage and banned biological

weapons breach Hague and Geneva Conventions.

If China nuked US command structure it would be in full

conformity with historical legal precedent of Hiroshima and

Nagasaki. For Russia, nuclear response to direct domestic threat

offers superior control of escalation and collateral damage –

Russia can’t decapitate the CIA regime after taking a first strike,

they would have to go all-out.

So a surgical nuclear strike on US triad capacity and C3 would be

the safest course for the world, including the US.
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193. Levtraro says:Next New Comment

@Avery

I thought of that. It’s a serious issue. But I think America will

recover after an internally non-peaceful period that will sort

things out. The changes are not yet irreversible. Consider that

Russia recovered in 30 years from at least a similarly

complicated situation.
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194. nosquat loquat says:Next New Comment

@folkvangr

Based on your other posts, I would say that you suffer from

delusions.
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195. Rurik says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 9:52 pm GMT • 12.0 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
@Brosi

In Estonia nearly 25% of the population is ethnically Russian. I’ll bet those Estonians
are as racist as you Finns.

how did they come to be there?

Part of the reason the Baltic states and Eastern Europe are so

jaundiced towards Russia, is that Russia refuses to admit that

the Soviet period was one of horrors for Eastern Europe, and

Estonia as well.

Massive population transfers of the best of the Estonian people

to Siberia (never to be heard from again), as Russians were

flooded in to replace them.

Of course hostilities linger, there’s never been any kind of

reckoning, and the Russians won’t assimilate and speak

Estonian, they still act like conquerors.

For the record, I support Russia 100% in this zio-contrived

conflict, but the only reason ZOG was able to orchestrate this

war, is because of Russia’s intractable demand that the Red

Army rapists be memorialized as ‘liberators’, when they were

anything but.

Russia needs to remove the memorials to the Soviet period from

the former subjugated states like Poland and Estonia, and there

will be the peace.

Once there’s no more hostility between Eastern Europe and

Russia, ZOG will be forced to pound sand.

• Agree: Brosi

• Replies: @Wokechoke
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196. Z-man says:Next New Comment

@Thomas Faber

A dumb Polack like his daughter, although she’s even dumber.
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197. Rurik says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 10:02 pm GMT • 11.9 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Anonymous

against the American Nazi hegemonists.
 …

The American “homeland” (“Hiemat in the original German)

WTF?

the only people I’ve ever known to conflate the ZUS of A with

‘Nazis’, are ultra-Russian nationalists.

For U.R.N., ‘Nazis’ and ‘fascists’ are the ultimate bogeymen.

I’m not sure they even remember what a Bolshevik was, the

term, and, (more to the point), the meaning of the word has been

conveniently washed from their brains.
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198. Cook-ie says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 10:14 pm GMT • 11.7 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
The Germans put on a show of reluctance to supply the Leopard

2…that’s BS, the Germans have just stepped over the line for re-

militarization, the World may live to regret giving Germany the

green light.

You can bet the Germans have weapon systems on the drawing

board that would blow the minds of the feeble American and

British systems.

Remember the Germans never stopped planning post WW1 for

the next war…and I suggest they never stopped planning for this

moment.

• Replies: @anonymous
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199. dimples says:Next New Comment

@Johnny Rico

” The total lack of any serious air presence from either side is

still bizarre to me.”

I think you haven’t noticed all the anti-aircraft missiles that

Ukrostan is chock full of.
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200. Wokechoke says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 10:31 pm GMT • 11.4 hours ago • 300

Words   ↑
@Rurik

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Livonian_Crusade

First run in was with the German Knights. Then The Swedes…

In 1600, the Polish–Swedish War broke out, causing further

devastation. The protracted war ended in 1629 with Sweden

gaining Livonia, including the regions of Southern Estonia and

Northern Latvia. Danish Saaremaa was transferred to Sweden in

1645. The wars had halved the population of Estonia from about

250–270,000 people in the mid 16th century to 115–120,000 in

the 1630s.

While many peasants remained in the status of serfdom during

the Swedish rule, legal reforms strengthened both serfs’ and free

tenant farmers’ land usage and inheritance rights – hence this

period got the reputation of “The Good Old Swedish Time” in

people’s historical memory. Swedish King Gustaf II Adolf

established gymnasiums in Reval and Dorpat; the latter was

upgraded to Tartu University in 1632. Printing presses were also

established in both towns. In the 1680s the beginnings of

Estonian elementary education appeared, largely due to efforts

of Bengt Gottfried Forselius, who also introduced orthographical

reforms to written Estonian. The population of Estonia grew

rapidly for a 60–70-year period, until the Great Famine of 1695–

97 in which some 70,000–75,000 people died – about 20% of

the population.

In 1700, the Great Northern War started, and by 1710 the whole

of Estonia was conquered by the Russian Empire. The war again

devastated the population of Estonia, with the 1712 population

estimated at only 150,000–170,000. In 1721, Estonia was

divided into two governorates: the governorate of Estonia, which

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Wokechoke
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includes the northern part of Estonia (such as the Tallinn area),

and the southern governorate of Livonia, which extends to the

northern part of Latvia. Russian administration restored all the

political and landholding rights of Baltic Germans. The rights of

local farmers reached their lowest point, as serfdom completely

dominated agricultural relations during the 18th century.

Serfdom was formally abolished in 1816–1819, but this initially

had very little practical effect; major improvements in farmers’

rights started with reforms in the mid-19th century.

In short a very very small country.

The Old Estonians as Harold MacMillan called the Jews who

dominated Maggie Thatcher’s Cabinet.

• Replies: @Rurik
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201. Lochearn says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 10:38 pm GMT • 11.3 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@PJ London

@ P J London

“No one is going to read this.” Well I did and I reread it and

while comments improved immensely through the day this one

stood out for me.

I would only add that if NATO go all in on Ukraine, China will be

there – if needed – to give their troops a little battlefield practice

and any shortage of artillery shells or whatever will be there

from one day to the next. The two armies and air forces and

navies have been preparing for this.
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202. werpor says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 11:50 pm GMT • 10.1 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Thomas Faber

If he said “Our…” that “our” is as indicative a marker of his

identification with the oligarchy and their belated realization of

the threat the internet posed to their hegemony as your likely to

find.

Too late they no doubt realized that the Internet was having the

exact opposite effect than their early prognostications predicted.

Rather than reenforcing their power to control information it

has completely undermined that power.

The noises you hear coming from the resident political pig

snufflers in governments around the world are squeals of alarm.

The deplorables have their number. Their squeals mirror the

sound of the tumbrils last heard in 1789 in Paris.

Maybe we don’t need them.
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203. Vidi says:Next New Comment

January 26, 2023 at 11:59 pm GMT • 9.9 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑

If I was Putin, I would prepare myself for a long and bloody struggle. Because that’s
what he’s in for.

Long perhaps, but not so bloody. Not nearly as bloody as what

the Donbas has endured for the last eight years. Russia can

retaliate for the occasional acts of what would amount to

terrorism. Russia can also keep Ukraine’s electrical grid and

railroad network from ever functioning again. How long will the

Ukrainian people tolerate this?

Remember that Zelensky ran for office on a platform of peace

with Russia, and the Ukrainians voted overwhelmingly for him.

He reneged on that, of course, before the final notes of his

inauguration ceremony ended. But the Ukrainian people clearly

wanted peace. How long can Zelensky survive if he continues to

deny them?

In addition, the US’s problems will be overwhelming soon,

beginning with the crash of the American dollar. When

compared to that. Ukraine will be trivial and soon forgotten.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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204. Rurik says:Next New Comment

January 27, 2023 at 12:00 am GMT • 9.9 hours ago • 600

Words   ↑
@Wokechoke

thanks Wokechoke

In short a very very small country.

all the more reason they feel the sting of the loss of so many of

their relatives and fellow countrymen and women- and as always

with the tribe, it’s the best of the Estonian people who were

gulaged or shot or starved.

from Wiki, so you know if anything, the Soviets period is sugar-

coated
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Mass deportations of ethnic Estonians during the Soviet era together with migration
into Estonia from other parts of the Soviet Union resulted in the proportion of ethnic
Estonians in the country decreasing from 88% in 1934 to 62% in 1989.[95]

..ethnic Estonians … …suffered a sharp decline of their proportion in the total
population due to the large-scale immigration, mostly of Russians. While in 1934 the
Estonians comprised 88 percent of the total population of Estonia, by 1959 and 1970
their number had decreased to 75 and 68 percent, respectively (and to 61.5% by
1989).[96]

n 1940–1941 and 1944–1951 during the Soviet deportations from Estonia tens of
thousands of Estonian citizens were forcibly resettled to Siberia.[100] During the first
year of occupation, 1940–1941, alone, an estimated 43,900 lives were irrecoverably
lost, not counting refugees.[101] … … Another 16,000 deaths were caused through
Soviet repressions in the years following 1944. During the first year of Soviet
occupation (1940–1941) over 8,000 people, including most of the country’s leading
politicians and military officers, were arrested. About 2,200 of the arrested were
executed in Estonia, while most others were moved to prison camps in Russia, from
where very few were later able to return.

 …
 On July 19, 1940, the Commander-in-chief of the Estonian Army Johan Laidoner was

captured by the NKVD and deported together with his wife to Penza, RSFSR.
Laidoner died in the Vladimir Prison Camp, Russia on March 13, 1953.[102] The
President of Estonia, Konstantin Päts was arrested and deported to Ufa on July 30. He
died in a psychiatric hospital in Kalinin (currently Tver) in Russia in 1956.

800 Estonian officers, about half of the total, were executed, arrested or starved to
death in prison camps.[citation needed]

A total of 59,732 people is estimated to have been deported from Estonia during the
period between July 1940 and June 1941.[103] This included 8 former heads of state
and 38 ministers from Estonia, 3 former heads of state and 15 ministers from Latvia,
and the then president, 5 prime ministers and 24 other ministers from Lithuania.[104]

The Soviet 1940 occupation of Estonia decimated the local economy, as Moscow
began nationalizing private industries and collectivizing smallholding farms.[55]
Most of the larger businesses and half of Estonia’s housing were nationalised.[55]
Savings were destroyed with an imposed artificially low exchange rate for the
Estonian kroon to the Soviet rouble.[55]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Estonian_Soviet_Socialist_Repu

blic
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for all of that, the post-WWII and contemporary Russian view is

that Estonia should be grateful that the Red Army ‘liberated’

them from the Nazi fascists.

And the Russians that are there today should be treated as the

glorious saviors who’s ancestors liberated Estonia. Who also

refuse to assimilate and speak Estonian.

As you might imagine, there are some lingering hostilities, and

those fuel Estonia’s attitude towards Russia, and why Estonia is

sending its weapons to Ukraine.

Also, as the world marinates in treachery and guile, Estonia

sending all its artillery to Ukraine, proves that Russia is no

threat to Estonia, or Finland or anywhere else a ZOG quisling is

not shelling and murdering Russian-speaking people, as Ukraine

has been doing now for years.

So there is a lot of bullshit going on in the Geo-political realm.

My only advise is for Russia to simply say, ‘the Soviet period had

some very unfortunate consequences, and the Red Army were

not liberators.

Boom. Done. Now Russia can make nice with its neighbors to

the West, and ZOG can eat shit.
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205. RoboMoralFascist 1st says:Next New Comment

Ukrainian refugees and welfare tourists of the other Ukraine

want to….

A) Continue to avoid Zelensky like the plague

B) Piss on Zelensky’s grave

C) Piss on Boris Johnson’s grave

D) Beat up Hunter Biden if they could find him

E) Talk with a Russian real estate agent

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

206. Tsar Nicholas says:Next New Comment

@folkvangr

Putin has been talking about Germany being an occupied

country since 1945.
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207. Agent76 says:Next New Comment

January 27, 2023 at 12:11 am GMT • 9.7 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
Jan 24, 2023 USA Himars Rockets Hit Russian Railroad

Infrastructure

In the night Ukraine fired 6 USA supplied HIMARs and hit the

railroad infrastructure in Ilovisk. In my investigation my

conclusions include the rockets came down in 3 sets of 2, each

set had a different target and armament. The first Set I saw had

one surface explosion and one underground explosion directed

to Damage the electric station of the railroad system.
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208. Sarita says:Next New Comment

January 27, 2023 at 12:24 am GMT • 9.5 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
OMG !!

From sky news:

 
-Chilling’ signs that Putin has become ‘reckless and emotional’,

expert says.

 
Respected analyst Alexander Gabuev, a senior fellow at the

Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, has been outlining

potentially worrying signs of Vladimir Putin’s current state of

mind after comments made by the Russian leader yesterday.

“Putin’s remark today about ‘Ukrainian nationalists’ shooting

Ukrainian soldiers in the back in order to prevent them from

defecting captures the challenge Kyiv and the West are facing: a

reckless, emotional leader who has boxed himself into a terrible

information bubble,” he said.—-

 
Oh God no please, don’t let this man go haywire and ballistic.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

209. Big Iron 44 says:Next New Comment

@folkvangr

Sounds like a good idea for Europe.
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210. niceland says:Next New Comment

January 27, 2023 at 12:32 am GMT • 9.4 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
@PJ London

The war is not about Ukraine or even Russia, it is a final war on whether the USA is
going to be able to maintain it’s global hegemony.

 To maintain it’s control, both Russia and China, as the two major countries outside US
control via NATO, must bow the knee to US domination.

It really looks like that.

But the outcome of this war isn’t directly connected to the

outcome on Ukrainian battlefield. And like you point out, the

outcome is pretty much decided; big part of the world didn’t

participate in the economic sanctions that were supposed to

strangle the Russian bear and it’s still alive and kicking and has

become even more connected to it’s partners in China and Iran

etc.

It’s very unlikely the U.S. or NATO can do anything on the

battlefield to change this outcome. And the likelihood of Russia

making colossal mistakes leading to it’s ruin is low.

So the incentive for the U.S. to keep the fight in Ukraine going is

more or less gone. Recent article in the Washington Post

indicates secretary of state Antony Blinken has given up on

getting back Crimea and is considering some kind of DMZ. I

doubt the U.S. cares much where new borders in Ukraine will be

drawn.

Considering the larger war is already over, it’s likely the rest of

the war in Ukraine will be posturing and face saving exercise for

the parties involved while winding down the propaganda.
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211. T. Martin says:Next New Comment

January 27, 2023 at 12:40 am GMT • 9.2 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
Ukraine losing its gloriously little war doesn’t mean Russia will

have ‘won’. If the ultimate US/Nato aim is to hamstring China by

decoupling Russia, then the long range scenario might include:

 
1) An attempt by US/Nato to rearm Europe for a conventional

European war (buy US gas, oil, & munitions); 2) A reaction by

Russia to convert its society and economy into a state of

‘patriotic defense’; 3) As long as a standoff continues, China will

support it’s ‘backdoor’ & commodity supplier(Russia) in an

economic war of attrition with the USA 4) The USA will succeede

in promoting endless war until it flat runs out of money, & 5)

Ukraine, west of the Dnieper will become a no man’s wasteland

and will be contested by an expansionist Nato and Russia with

the following possible outcomes; 1) MAD; 2) Dissolution of

Russia, or 3) Dissolution of Nato. One can only hope for some

sanity to be introduced into this equation.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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212. anonymous[247] • Disclaimer says:Next New Comment

January 27, 2023 at 12:57 am GMT • 9.0 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Cook-ie

A powerful Germany that is liberated from ZOG control could be

a very good thing for the world. There’s no reason why Germany

having good relations with Russia and China can’t benefit all

three countries. And that would be the end of American

hegemony, and the end of Israeli ability to intrigue with

impunity. The Germans are a smart, capable people. Get them

working productively with Russia/China and it’s game over for

Washington. Make it happen, Vlad. I’m sure there are backroom

channels available. There must be some sane leaders in

Germany.

• Agree: JR Foley, nokangaroos
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213. Big Iron 44 says:Next New Comment

@nokangaroos

It has been an unusually warm winter across Europe, and that

appears to be true for Ukraine, too. Methinks the ground has

never truly frozen — and may not before it’s too late.
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214. RoboMoralFascist 1st says:Next New Comment

January 27, 2023 at 1:17 am GMT • 8.6 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
To get fat welfare and bribes in Washington D.C. you need to…

A) Play the piano with your pecker in public

B) Kill people because they talk different since before you were

born

C) Get nominated as the Home Coming Queen for the Tel Aviv

Gay Day Parade

D) Pass around photos of yourself and Jeffrey Epstein in high

school

E) Hustle 65 year olds into suicidal military service at gun point

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

215. Phibbs says:Next New Comment

This is a war between worldwide Jewry and Caucasian-Christian

Russia. Sure, Jews (and their father, Satan) rule the West.

However, God Himself is on Russia’s side, as it is a homogenous,

white and Christian nation that, by the way, rejects Sodomy.

These facts drive the Jews into a frenzy.

• Replies: @AndrewR
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216. fredyetagain aka superhonky says:Next New Comment

@Nathaniel Eli

If you don’t like it, faggot, don’t read it
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217. Phibbs says:Next New Comment

January 27, 2023 at 1:58 am GMT • 7.9 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@John Johnson

Nice try, Johnson. The average Ukrainian is starting to realize he

is a patsy for Jewish oligarchs and Jew-owned and managed

America. Already, thousands of Ukrainian soldiers/conscripts

hate Zelensky more than the Russians. They will gladly support a

government that accepts reality. There will be no guerrilla

warfare against the Russian military once Russia sweeps the

entire country. The Russians will give generous terms to the new

Ukrainian government and only ask that it does not join NATO

and respects Russia taking back territory that is ethnically

Russian and wants no part of the Jew dictatorship in Kiev that

has attacked and murdered them for 8 years.

• Agree: RoboMoralFascist 1st

• Replies: @John Johnson
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218. AndrewR says:Next New Comment

@Joe Paluka

People get the governments they deserve. Weak, cowardly

and/or easily fooled populations will end up being ruled by

predators and parasites. Ukrainians could be killing their

corrupt rulers instead of their Russian brothers, but they’re not.

• Agree: Commentator Mike
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219. AndrewR says:Next New Comment

@Phibbs

Homogenous? Are you fucking retarded?

• LOL: John Johnson

• Replies: @Wokechoke
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220. Von Rho says:Next New Comment

How can we thrust in a cloroquiner as MW? Russia is a failed

and corrupt state as Ukraine. But the latter have the support of

the West. Period.
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221. HeebHunter says:Next New Comment

@PJ London

Good. The Negro-Saxon must be defanged and put in a

reservation. Preferably, the world should support Ireland and

Scotland militarily and reduce (((england))) back into sussex

and wessex, at most.

The kikes must be deprived of their most loyal golem.
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222. John Johnson says:Next New Comment

January 27, 2023 at 3:23 am GMT • 6.5 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Phibbs

Nice try, Johnson. The average Ukrainian is starting to realize

he is a patsy for Jewish oligarchs and Jew-owned and

managed America.

While on the subject of Jews did you see that Putin’s 4 star

general/Jewish chef Yevgeny Prigozhin was able to take Soledar?

 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2023/jan/24/yevgeny-

prigozhin-the-hotdog-seller-who-rose-to-the-top-of-putin-war-

machine-wagner-group

I hope you sent him a Happy Hannukah card and thanked him

for his battle against the Jews by sending White Russians to

certain death. He has dual Russian/Israeli citizenship so you

could send to either address.

It’s funny that Andrew Anglin has gone into extensive detail on

Jews in US government but doesn’t talk about Jews in Russian

government or the Jews that Putin has personally made wealthy.

Must be some kind of oversight.

The Russians will give generous terms to the new Ukrainian

government and only ask that it does not join NATO and

respects Russia taking back territory that is ethnically Russian

So why do they hold territory that is majority Ukrainian?

Were LPR/DRP given independence as decreed in March?

Answer: No. Putin took them as vanilla territory after promising

they would be autonomous states and protected by Russia. The

militias were marched off to the front. LPR/DPR no longer exist

in any form.
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Anyone that thinks it is a good idea to defend this lying half pint

dictator will only be disappointed.

• Replies: @Wokechoke
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223. Wokechoke says:Next New Comment

Equally though, a coup against Putin that tries to please Nuland

won’t end the destruction of Moscow either.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

224. Wokechoke says:Next New Comment

@AndrewR

The Russians are the biggest white ethnic group on the planet.

Even if they have yellow vassals in Outer Mongolia.
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225. meamjojo says:Next New Comment

@meamjojo

“there is no such word as “fastly”. this “word” is as ridiculous as your comment.”

Wrong as usual, cowboy. Google can be your friend!

fastly in British English

 
(‘fa:stli)

 
adverb

 
in a fast manner

 
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/us/dictionary/english/fast

ly
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226. Wokechoke says:Next New Comment

January 27, 2023 at 4:01 am GMT • 5.9 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@John Johnson

Glow Glohnson,

The way that the western press promote the impact of Prigozhin

leads me to think there’s a serious attempt by western intel to

turn him into a Jewish warlord in the region later on, especially

if there’s a coup in Moscow.

How is the Jew King of Kiev doing anyway? Is he begging for

F16s already?

• Replies: @John Johnson
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227. meamjojo says:Next New Comment

January 27, 2023 at 4:08 am GMT • 5.8 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
Ha! Might Russia’s replacement for Putin be half-Jewish?

Prigozhin’s father and grandfather were both Jewish. This will

be big fun on UNZ!

 
========

 
The Man Who May Challenge Putin for Power

 
Jan. 26, 2023

 
By Mikhail Zygar – Mr. Zygar is a Russian journalist and the

author of “All the Kremlin’s Men: Inside the Court of Vladimir

Putin.”

President Vladimir Putin of Russia, it seems, has finally noticed

that the war in Ukraine created a dangerous competitor to his

power: Yevgeny Prigozhin, the founder of the private military

company, the Wagner group, whose troops fight alongside the

Russian Army.

Depending on your point of view, Mr. Prigozhin could be

considered either the person of the year or the villain of the year.

Mr. Putin is, according to many sources in Moscow, confident

that he can weaken Mr. Prigozhin, who has clashed with the

military’s general staff. However, the effect could be the

opposite, with more people seeing Mr. Prigozhin as the most

probable favorite to succeed Mr. Putin.

 
…

 
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/01/26/opinion/russia-putin-

ukraine-wagner.html
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228. Dave from Oz says:Next New Comment

January 27, 2023 at 4:18 am GMT • 5.6 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑

If I was Putin, I would prepare myself for a long and bloody struggle. Because that’s
what he’s in for.

What he’s in for is more of the same. As in: same as what they

have had for over a millennium. Bloodthirsty, combative

barbarians, the lot of ’em.
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229. John Johnson says:

January 27, 2023 at 4:40 am GMT • 5.2 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
@Wokechoke

The way that the western press promote the impact of

Prigozhin leads me to think there’s a serious attempt by

western intel to turn him into a Jewish warlord in the region

later on, especially if there’s a coup in Moscow.

Putin is the one that made him a billionaire warlord and put him

in charge of the main front.

I don’t think you can blame this one on the press.

But thank you for acknowledging that he is Jewish. Most of the

Jew blamers here seem to avoid talking about him and Putin’s

Jewish propagandist. Oh look he made the news as well:

 
https://www.newsweek.com/russia-ukraine-nuclear-nato-

weapons-solovyov-1776367

How is the Jew King of Kiev doing anyway? Is he begging for

F16s already?

He should ask Israel. They have plenty of F16s to spare.

Both the US and Russia are allowing Israel to play both sides.

Putin even personally congratulated Netanyahu on his win. I

also didn’t see Anglin talk about that. Huh.

Putin is going to kiss the wall again and his fangirls at Unz will

tell us it’s just a front as part of some war against the Jews he is

going to launch…..just after he makes a few more Jewish

billionaires.
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